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ABSTRACT. We develop the non-commutative polynomial version of the invariant theory for the
quantum general linear supergroup Uqpglm|nq. A non-commutative Uqpglm|nq-module superalgebra
P
k|l
r|s is constructed, which is the quantum analogue of the supersymmetric algebra over C
k|l b
Cm|n ‘ Cr|s b pCm|nq˚. We analyse the structure of the subalgebra of Uqpglm|nq-invariants in P
k|l
r|s
by using the quantum super analogue of Howe duality.
The subalgebra of Uqpglm|nq-invariants in P
k|l
r|s is shown to be finitely generated. We determine
its generators and establish a surjective superalgebra homomorphism from a braided supersymmet-
ric algebra onto it. This establishes the first fundamental theorem of invariant theory for Uqpglm|nq.
We show that the above mentioned superalgebra homomorphism is an isomorphism if and only
if m ě mintk, ru and n ě mintl, su, and obtain a PBW basis for the subalgebra of invariants in this
case. When the homomorphism is not injective, we give a representation theoretical description of
the generating elements of the kernel. This way we obtain the relations obeyed by the generators
of the subalgebra of invariants, producing the second fundamental theorem of invariant theory for
Uqpglm|nq.
We consider the special case with n “ 0 in greater detail, obtaining a complete treatment of the
non-commutative polynomial version of the invariant theory for Uqpglmq. In particular, the explicit
SFT proved here is believed to be new. We also recover the FFT and SFT of the invariant theory for
the general linear superalgebra from the classical limit (i.e., q Ñ 1) of our results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Let Cm|n be the natural module for the general linear Lie superalgebra glm|n, and let pC
m|nq˚
be its dual. Denote by S
k|l
r|s the supersymmetric algebra over C
k|lbCm|n‘Cr|sbpCm|nq˚, which is
isomorphic to SpCk|lbCm|nqbSpCr|sbpCm|nq˚q. One formulation of the invariant theory of glm|n
seeks to describe the subalgebra of glm|n-invariants of S
k|l
r|s. The first fundamental theorem (FFT)
provides a finite set of generators for the subalgebra of invariants [7, 16, 29], and the second
fundamental theorem (SFT) describes the relations among the generators [17, 30].
The aim of this paper is to develop quantum analogues of FFT and SFT of invariant theory
for the quantum general linear supergroup Uqpglm|nq. The invariant theory of Uqpglm|nq in this
non-commutative algebraic setting was poorly understood previously. In fact, even the SFT of
invariant theory forUqpglmq (the case n “ 0) in this setting was unknown. The main issue hinder-
ing progress is that (super) commutative algebraic techniques used in classical invariant theory
are no longer applicable to the quantum case, as all algebras involved now are not commutative.
In this paper, we construct a quantum analogue P
k|l
r|s of S
k|l
r|s, which forms a module super-
algebra (defined in Section 2.3) over the quantum general linear supergroup. We investigate
the subalgebra of Uqpglm|nq-invariants of P
k|l
r|s, which is again non-commutative. We construct a
finite set of generators for the subalgebra of invariants, and determine the algebraic relations
obeyed by the generators. These results amount to an FFT and SFT, which are respectively given
in Theorem 4.6 (also see Theorem 4.21) and Theorem 5.15.
1.2. The first problem we need to address is the following, which is absent in the classical (i.e.,
non-quantum) case.
Question 1.1. Find an appropriate quantum polynomial superalgebra P
k|l
r|s which has S
k|l
r|s as clas-
sical limit (q Ñ 1).
As discussed below, the problem in itself is highly nontrivial. We address it following ideas of
reference [2], where braided symmetric algebras were taken as quantum polynomial algebras.
We generalise this notion to the super setting.
Given a Z2-graded vector space W , the braided supersymmetric algebra SqpW q (defined in
Section 3.2) is viewed as the q-deformation of supersymmetric algebra SpW q, i.e., has SpW q as
classical limit (q Ñ 1). Recall that SpW q and SqpW q are both Z`-graded. We say that SqpW q is
a flat deformation of SpW q if dimSpW qN “ dimSqpW qN for all integers N ě 0. Furthermore, if
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W is a module over a quantum general linear supergroup and SqpW q is a flat deformation, then
W is called a flat module. However, a well known fact is that even in the quantum group case
almost all the braided symmetric algebras are not flat deformations (cf. [2, 18]), that is, they
are “smaller” than the corresponding polynomial algebras. Little is known about braided super-
symmetric algebras in the quantum super case. Here we will construct some flat deformations,
which are useful for the study of invariant theory.
Let V m|n be the natural module for Uqpglm|nq, and similarly introduce V
k|l and V r|s. Our
preceding discussion suggests that P
k|l
r|s may be defined as the tensor product of SqpV
k|l b V m|nq
and SqpV
r|s b pV m|nq˚q. Indeed, with some effort we will show that P
k|l
r|s defined in this way is a
flat deformation of S
k|l
r|s. Yet the algebra structure of P
k|l
r|s is more subtle and needs to be defined
properly.
The notion of module superalgebra is therefore brought into our picture, which is a generali-
sation of module algebra in the sense of [23, §4.1]. For instance, in our case SqpV
k|l b V m|nq is
an associative algebra carrying Uqpglk|lq bUqpglm|nq-module structure, whose algebraic structure
is preserved by the quantum supergroup action, and similarly for SqpV
r|s b pV m|nq˚q. A useful
observation originating from Hopf algebra theory (cf. [28, 18]) is that the tensor product of
two module superalgebras is again a module superalgebra, with the multiplication defined in
Proposition 2.3. This implies that P
k|l
r|s is a module superalgebra, on which the two actions of
Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq and Uqpglm|nq graded-commute with each other. The subspace of Uqpglm|nq-
invariants in P
k|l
r|s is a subalgebra. Hence the “generators” of Uqpglm|nq-invariant subalgebra of
P
k|l
r|s (i.e. FFT) makes sense in this context.
However, the multiplication in P
k|l
r|s at the present stage is quite unwieldy to use, and further-
more, the Uqpglm|nq-action on P
k|l
r|s is non-semisimple. This makes it highly nontrivial to describe
the invariants. To overcome these difficulties, we shall use known results on coordinate super-
algebras [38] of quantum general linear supergroups following ideas of [18]. This enables us
to give a new formulation of P
k|l
r|s in terms of generators and relations, and also characterise the
module structure on P
k|l
r|s by using quantum Howe duality of type pUqpglk|lq,Uqpglr|sqq.
1.3. We now briefly describe this new construction of P
k|l
r|s. Let π : Uqpglm|nq Ñ EndpV
m|nq be the
natural representation. We recall from [38] the coordinate superalgebra Mm|n of the finite dual
of Uqpglm|nq, which is generated by the matrix elements tab defined by (2.7) and encodes the
bi-superalgebra structure. By applying truncation procedure, we obtain the subalgebra M
k|l
r|s of
Mm|n with k, r ď m and l, s ď n, which is a module superalgebra over Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq.
Conversely, for any non-negative integers k, l, r, s we can define module superalgebra M
k|l
r|s
analogously and embed it into the coordinate superalgebra MK|L with K “ maxtk, ru and
L “ maxtl, su. Direct calculation shows that M
k|l
r|s is isomorphic to SqpV
k|l b V r|sq as module
superalgebra. All these arguments go through for Mm|n and M
k|l
r|s, which are both generated by
some matrix elements of the dual module pV m|nq˚, and the latter is isomorphic to the braided
supersymmetric algebra SqppV
k|lq˚ b pV r|sq˚q. Now we can define P
k|l
r|s as the tensor product of
M
k|l
m|n and M
r|s
m|n with a presentation shown in Lemma 4.3.
To prove the flatness of P
k|l
r|s and analyse its module structure, we make extensive use of
quantum Howe duality. It was noted in [38] that both Mm|n and Mm|n admit multiplicity-free
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decompositions as Uqpglm|nq b Uqpglm|nq-modules by a partial analogue of quantum Peter-Weyl
theorem. We apply truncation procedure to Mm|n (resp. Mm|n), producing a multiplicity-free
decomposition of the subalgebra M
k|l
r|s (resp. M
k|l
r|s) as Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq-module with k, r ď m
and l, s ď n. This is called quantum Howe duality of type pUqpglk|lq,Uqpglr|sqq (see Theorem 3.4,
and also [33, Theorem 2.2]), where k, l, r, s can actually be any non-negative integers. Using
this, we obtain the following results:
(1) P
k|l
r|s is a flat deformation of S
k|l
r|s;
(2) A PBW basis for M
k|l
r|s is constructed;
(3) The quantum Howe duality on M
k|l
r|0 implies the quantum Schur-Weyl duality between
Uqpglk|lq and the Hecke algebra Hqprq.
In particular, we show that there are three flat Uqpglk|lq bUqpglr|sq-modules V
k|l b V r|s, pV k|lq˚ b
pV r|sq˚ and V k|l b pV r|sq˚.
1.4. Now the following problem naturally arises.
Question 1.2. Describe the invariant subalgebra X
k|l
r|s :“ pP
k|l
r|sq
Uqpglm|nq in terms of generators (FFT)
and defining relations (SFT). In particular, determine whether X
k|l
r|s is a quantum polynomial super-
algebra or a quotient thereof.
As we have mentioned already, the Uqpglm|nq-invariant subalgebra X
k|l
r|s is non-commutative;
there exist no results which can be readily applied to show that it is a (quotient of a) quantum
polynomial superalgebra in the sense of Question 1.1.
Motivated by the approach in [18], we show that the invariant subalgebra X
k|l
r|s is finitely gen-
erated, and construct the invariants explicitly using bi-superalgebra structure of the coordinate
superalgebra. This amounts to the FFT; see Theorem 4.6. We want to mention that, due to
the non-commutative nature of quantum polynomial superalgebra P
k|l
r|s, techniques from classi-
cal invariant theory based on commutative algebra fail in our case, especially those techniques
addressing finite generation.
To fully explore the algebraic structure of X
k|l
r|s, we give a reformulation of FFT. Some elemen-
tary quadratic relations among invariants from X
k|l
r|s are obtained in Lemma 4.5, by which we are
inspired to introduce an auxiliary quadratic superalgebra ĂMk|l
r|s with the same relevant quadratic
relations (defined in Section 4.3). This quadratic superalgebra ĂMk|l
r|s is shown to be isomorphic
to the braided supersymmetric algebra SqpV
k|lbpV r|sq˚q as superalgebra, which similarly admits
quantum Howe duality and is literally a flat deformation. The FFT is then reformulated in terms
of the surjective superalgebra homomorphism Ψ
k|l
r|s :
ĂMk|l
r|s ։ X
k|l
r|s in Theorem 4.21. This implies
that the invariant subalgebra X
k|l
r|s is the quotient of the quantum polynomial superalgebra
ĂMk|l
r|s
by the two-sided ideal KerΨ
k|l
r|s.
The SFT of invariant theory now seeks to describe the kernel of Ψ
k|l
r|s, as the images of nonzero
elements in kernel give rise to non-elementary relations among invariants. This can be re-
duced to the following situation. Note that ĂMk|l
r|s can be embedded into a larger superalge-
bra ĂMK|L :“ ĂMK|LK|L with K “ maxtk, ru and L “ maxtl, su. We are led to consider the
kernel of ΨK|L : ĂMK|L ։ XK|LK|L, since the restriction KerΨK|L X ĂMk|lr|s exactly coincides with
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KerΨ
k|l
r|s. Using quantum Howe duality, we show that KerΨK|L as a UqpglK|Lq b UqpglK|Lq-
module admits multiplicity-free decomposition over all pK|Lq-hook partitions containing par-
tition λc “ ppn ` 1q
m`1q; this is a special case of Corollary 4.22. This module structure can be
used to characterise KerΨK|L as a two-sided ideal of ĂMK|L, which we shall explain below.
1.5. Now our method relies essentially on some favourable properties of matrix elements of
tensor representations of the quantum supergroup, by relating ĂMK|L to the coordinate super-
algebra MK|L. By a partial analogue of the Peter-Weyl theorem, MK|L decomposes into a di-
rect sum of subspaces Tλ, which are spanned by matrix elements of the simple tensor modules
L
K|L
λ for UqpglK|Lq. We prove in Theorem 5.5 that the two-sided ideal in MK|L generated by
a single subspace Tλ admits a multiplicity-free decomposition into direct sum of Tγ over all
pK,Lq-hook partitions γ containing λ. A key observation is that this result can be translated to
the quadratic superalgebra ĂMK|L, though it is generally not isomorphic to MK|L as superalge-
bra. Consequently, the multiplicity-free decomposition of KerΨK|L as a module indicates that
KerΨK|L is indeed generated by the direct summand rTλc corresponding to the minimal partition
λc “ ppn` 1q
m`1q as a two-sided ideal of ĂMK|L. Here rTλ Ă ĂMK|L is an analogue of Tλ, which is
isomorphic to L
K|L
λ b L
K|L
λ .
Our SFT of invariant theory asserts that KerΨ
k|l
r|s as a two-sided ideal of
ĂMk|l
r|s is generated
by the subspace rTλc X ĂMk|lr|s with λc “ ppn ` 1qm`1q. In particular, we show that Ψk|lr|s is an
isomorphism if and only if m ě mintk, ru and n ě mintl, su, with a PBW basis constructed
for X
k|l
r|s. This implies that the invariant subalgebra X
k|l
r|s is a quantum polynomial superalgebra
isomorphic to ĂMk|l
r|s in this case. These results are given in Theorem 5.15
1.6. We consider two special cases of our FFT and SFT of invariant theory for Uqpglm|nq.
The quantum general linear group Uqpglmq is a special case of Uqpglm|nq with n “ 0. We im-
mediately obtain the generators of the subalgebra of invariants, recovering the FFT of invariant
theory given in [18, Theorem 6.10]. The kernel of the surjective algebra homomorphism men-
tioned above is now generated by the subspace of rTλc with λc “ p1m`1q, which is shown to be
spanned by pm ` 1q ˆ pm ` 1q quantum minors. Therefore, Theorem 6.6 and Theorem 6.8 to-
gether give a complete treatment for the non-commutative invariant theory for quantum general
linear group, especially the SFT appears to be new.
The universal enveloping algebra Upglm|nq is another special case, where q Ñ 1. Using the
language of matrix elements, we provide a new approach to the FFT and SFT of invariant theory
for glm|n, which was originally obtained in [29, 30]. This is interesting in its own right.
1.7. There have been some earlier works on the non-commutative polynomial version of invari-
ant theory for quantum groups.
The works [9, 10, 11] investigate the coinvariant theory for the quantum general linear (su-
per) group, where they only consider the comodule structure on the underlying non-commutative
polynomial algebra. The set of coinvarints in their setting is not a subalgebra and thus our notion
of “generators” (FFT) and “relations” (SFT) is different from theirs.
In [18] it gives a general method to construct the quantum analogues of polynomial rings, by
using module algebras and the braiding of quantum group arising from the universal R-matrix.
Then the paper gives a complete treatment of FFT for each quantum group associated with a
classical Lie algebra. However, there is no complete treatment of SFTs for quantum groups. One
of our results in this paper is the SFT for Uqpglmq, which may shed light on the SFTs for the
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quantum orthogonal and symplectic groups. We also note that the FFT and SFT of invariant
theory for quantum symplectic group are obtained in [28], where the construction of underlying
non-commutative polynomial algebra is a little ambiguous.
It was shown in [18, 33, 39] that (skew) Howe duality [12, 13] survives quantisation for the
quantum general linear (super) group, and the resulting quantum Howe duality was applied
to develop the q-deformed Segal-Shale-Weil representations. More recently, the quantum skew
Howe dualities [3, 26, 25] were used in the categorification of representations of Uqpslnq and
Uqpglm|nq. Here we extend the quantum Howe duality of type pUqpglk|lq,Uqpglrqq established in
[33] to type pUqpglk|lq,Uqpglr|sqq, and simplify the original proof in [33].
Another formulation of non-commutative invariant theory provides a description for the endo-
morphism algebra over quantum (super) groups. The paper [19] establishes a full tensor functor
from the category of ribbon graphs to the category of finite dimensional representations of Uqpgq
with g “ glm|n, osppm|2nq, giving the FFT of invariant theory in this endomorphism algebra set-
ting. However, very little was known previously about the non-commutative polynomial version
of invariant theory for quantum supergroups.
2. QUANTUM GENERAL LINEAR SUPERGROUP
We shall work over the filedK :“ Cpqq, where q is an indeterminate. For any vector superspace
A “ A0¯ ‘ A1¯, we let r s : A0¯ Y A1¯ ÝÑ Z2 :“ t0¯, 1¯u be the parity map, that is, ras “ i¯ if a P Ai¯.
Tensor products of vector superspaces are again vector superspaces. We define the functorial
permutation map
P : AbB ÝÑ B b A(2.1)
such that a b b ÞÑ p´1qrasrbsb b a for homogeneous a P A and b P B, and generalise to inho-
mogeneous elements linearly. If A is an associative superalgebra, we define the super bracket
r , s : Ab A ÝÑ A such that rX, Y s :“ XY ´ p´1qrXsrY sY X.
2.1. The quantum general linear supergroup Uqpglm|nq. Denote Z` “ t0, 1, 2, . . . u. For any
given m,n P Z`, let Im|n “ t1, 2, . . . , m ` nu and I
1
m|n “ Im|nztm ` nu. Let tǫa | a P Im|nu be
the basis of a vector space with the non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form pǫa, ǫbq “ p´1q
rasδab,
where ras “ 0¯ if a ď m and ras “ 1¯ otherwise. The roots of the general linear Lie superalgebra
glm|n are ǫa ´ ǫb for a ‰ b in Im|n.
Definition 2.1. ([37]) The quantum general linear supergroup Uqpglm|nq is the unital associative
K-superalgebra generated by the
even generators: Ka, K
´1
a , Eb,b`1, Eb`1,b, a, b P Im|n, b ‰ m,m` n,
and odd generators: Em,m`1, Em`1,m,
subject to the relations
(R1) KaK
´1
a “ K
´1
a Ka “ 1, KaKb “ KbKa;
(R2) KaEb,b˘1K
´1
a “ q
pǫa,ǫb´ǫb˘1qEb,b˘1;
(R3) rEa,a`1, Eb`1,bs “ δab
KaK
´1
a`1 ´K
´1
a Ka`1
qa ´ q´1a
with qa “ q
pǫa,ǫaq “ qp´1q
ras
;
(R4) Ea,a`1Eb,b`1 “ Eb,b`1Ea,a`1, Ea`1,aEb`1,b “ Eb`1,bEa`1,a, a´ b ě 2;
(R5) pEa,a`1q
2Eb,b`1 ´ pq ` q
´1qEa,a`1Eb,b`1Ea,a`1 ` Eb,b`1pEa,a`1q
2 “ 0, |a ´ b| “ 1, a ‰ m;
pEa`1,aq
2Eb`1,b ´ pq ` q
´1qEa`1,aEb`1,bEa`1,a ` Eb`1,bpEa`1,aq
2 “ 0, |a ´ b| “ 1, a ‰ m;
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(R6) pEm,m`1q
2 “ pEm`1,mq
2 “ rEm´1,m`2, Em,m`1s “ rEm`2,m´1, Em`1,ms “ 0,
where Em´1,m`2 and Em`2,m´1 are determined recursively by
Ea,b “
#
Ea,cEc,b ´ q
´1
c Ec,bEa,c, a ă c ă b,
Ea,cEc,b ´ qcEc,bEa,c, b ă c ă a.
Note that rEa,bs “ ras ` rbs for any quantum root vector Ea,b. It is well known that Uqpglm|nq
has the structure of Hopf superalgebra with the following structural maps:
co-multiplication
∆pEa,a`1q “ Ea,a`1 bKaK
´1
a`1 ` 1b Ea,a`1,
∆pEa`1,aq “ Ea`1,a b 1`K
´1
a Ka`1 b Ea`1,a,
∆pK˘1a q “ K
˘1
a bK
˘1
a ,
co-unit
ǫpEa,a`1q “ ǫpEa`1,aq “ 0, @a P I
1
m|n, ǫpK
˘1
b q “ 1, @b P Im|n,
and antipode
SpEa,a`1q “ ´Ea,a`1K
´1
a Ka`1,
SpEa`1,aq “ ´KaK
´1
a`1Ea`1,a,
SpK˘1a q “ K
¯1
a .
It should be pointed out that the antipode is a Z2-graded algebra anti-automorphism, i.e.,
Spxyq “ p´1qrxsrysSpyqSpxq for homogeneous x, y P Uqpglm|nq. We will use Sweedler’s notation
for the co-multiplication, i.e., ∆pxq “
ř
pxq xp1q b xp2q for all x P Uqpglm|nq.
2.2. Representations of Uqpglm|nq. Throughout this paper, we will consider only Uqpglm|nq-
modules which are Z2-graded, locally finite and of type 1. A module is locally finite if any
vector v satisfies dimpUqpglm|nqvq ă 8; a module is of type 1 if the Ka act semi-simply with
eigenvalues qk (k P Z).
The representation theory of Uqpglm|nq at generic q is quite similar to that of glpm|nq, which
was treated systematically in [37]. In Appendix A, we briefly discuss the representation theory
for Uqpglm|nq. Here we consider the tensor modules in detail following [38].
Let V m|n be the natural Uqpglm|nq-module, which has the standard basis tva | a P Im|nu such
that rvas “ ras, and
Kavb “ q
δab
a vb, Ea,a˘1vb “ δb,a˘1va.
Denote by π : Uqpglm|nq Ñ EndpV
m|nq the corresponding representation of Uqpglm|nq relative to
the standard basis of V m|n. Then
(2.2)
πpK˘a q “ I ` pq
˘1
a ´ 1qeaa, a P Im|n
πpEb,b`1q “ eb,b`1, πpEb`1,bq “ eb`1,b, b P I
1
m|n
where eab is the pa, bq-matrix unit of size pm` nq ˆ pm` nq.
Given k P Z`, we consider the tensor power pV
m|nqbk “ V m|nb¨ ¨ ¨bV m|n (k factors), which ac-
quires a Uqpglm|nq-module structure through the iterated co-multiplication ∆
pk´1q “ pidˆ∆pk´2qq
with ∆p1q “ ∆. It is proved in [38] that pV m|nqbk is semi-simple for all k. To characterise their
simple submodules, we define a subset Λm|n of Z
ˆpm`nq
` by
(2.3) Λm|n “ tλ “ pλ1, λ2, . . . , λm`nq P Z
ˆpm`nq
` | λm`1 ď n, λa ě λa`1, @a P I
1
m|nu.
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Such λ is referred to as pm,nq-hook partition, and |λ| “
ř
aPIm|n
λa is called the size of λ. We
associate each λ P Λm|n with λ
6 defined by
(2.4) λ6 “
mÿ
a“1
λaǫa `
nÿ
b“1
xλ1b ´myǫm`b “ pλ1, . . . , λm; xλ
1
1 ´my, . . . , xλ
1
n ´myq,
where λ1 “ pλ11, λ
1
2, . . . q with λ
1
i “ #tλj | λj ě i, j P Im|nu is the transpose partition of λ, and
xuy :“ maxtu, 0u for any integer u. Observe that λm`1 ď n if and only if λ
1
n`1 ď m. Now
introduce the set Λ6
m|n “ tλ
6 | λ P Λm|nu, and the subsets Λ
6
m|npNq “ tλ
6 P Λ6
m|n | |λ| “ Nu for
any N P Z`.
We denote by L
m|n
λ the irreducible Uqpglm|nq-module with highest weight λ
6 P Λ6, that is, there
exists a nonzero v P L
m|n
λ , the highest weight vector, such that
Ea,a`1v “ 0, Kbv “ q
pλ6,ǫbqv, @a P I1m|n, b P Im|n.
The following results are from [38].
Propsition 2.2. ([38])
(1) Each Uqpglm|nq-module pV
m|nqbN with N P Z` can be decomposed into a direct sum of
simple modules with highest weights belonging to Λ6
m|npNq.
(2) Every irreducible Uqpglm|nq-module with highest weight belonging to Λ
6
m|npNq is contained
in pV m|nqbN as a simple submodule.
2.3. Module superalgebras. Recall that the Drinfeld version of Uqpglm|nq (defined over the
power series ring Crrtss with q “ expptq) admits a universal R matrix, which is an invertible
even element in a completion of Uqpglm|nq b Uqpglm|nq satisfying the relations
R∆pxq “ ∆1pxqR, @x P Uqpglm|nq,(2.5)
p∆b idqR “ R13R23, pidb∆qR “ R13R12,(2.6)
where ∆1 is the opposite co-multiplication. It is well known that R satisfies the celebrated Yang-
Baxter equation
R12R13R23 “ R23R13R12.
Let V andW be two Uqpglm|nq-modules. It follows from (2.5) that the mapqR :“ PR : V bW ÑW b V,
satisfies qR∆pxqpvbwq “ ∆pxqqRpvbwq, thus gives rise to an isomorphism of Uqpglm|nq-modules.
For the Jimbo version of the quantum general linear supergroup Uqpglm|nq (over K) under
consideration here, there exists a canonical braiding in the category of locally finite Uqpglm|nq-
modules of type 1, which plays the role of the universal R matrix.
In what follows, we shall make extensive use of module superalgebras over a Hopf superal-
gebra, which is a super analogue of module algebras in the sense of [23, §4.1], see also [18].
An associative superalgebra pA, µq with multiplication µ and identity 1A is a Uqpglm|nq-module
superalgebra if A is Uqpglm|nq-module with
x.µpab bq “
ÿ
pxq
p´1qrxp2qsrasµpxp1q.a b xp2q.bq, x.1A “ ǫpxq1A,
for homogeneous elements a, b P A and x P Uqpglm|nq.
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Propsition 2.3. Let pA, µAq and pB, µBq be locally finite Uqpglm|nq-module superalgebras. Then
A bB acquires a Uqpglm|nq-module superalgebra structure with the multiplication
µA,B “ pµA b µBqpidA b qRb idBq,
where qR :“ PR with P pab bq “ p´1qrasrbsbb a for any homogeneous a P A, b P B.
Proof. LetR “
ř
h αhbβh. We have rαhs “ rβhs for all h sinceR is an even element in Uqpglm|nqb
Uqpglm|nq. Then under the given multiplication, it follows that
pa1 b b1qpa2 b b2q “
ÿ
h
p´1qprαhs`rb1sqra2s`rαhsrβhsa1pβh.a2q b pαh.b1qb2
for any homogeneous a1, b1, a2, b2 P Uqpglm|nq. It is straightforward to check that for all homoge-
neous x P Uqpglm|nq,
x.ppa1 b b1qpa2 b b2qq “
ÿ
pxq
p´1qrxp2qspra1s`rb1sqpxp1q.pa1 b b1qqpxp2q.pa2 b b2qq,
where we have used the identity qR∆pxqpa b bq “ ∆pxqqRpab bq. 
We write A bRB for the braided tensor product of module superalgebras A and B as defined
in Proposition 2.3 to distinguish it from the usual tensor product AbKB.
Remark 2.4. Observe that the multiplication defined in this way is associative. Therefore, the
Uqpglm|nq-module superalgebra structure on A1 bRA2 bR . . .bRAk is well-defined for any given
Uqpglm|nq-module superalgebras Ai, i “ 1, 2, . . . , k.
Let AUqpglm|nq “ ta P A | x.a “ ǫpxqa, @x P Uqpglm|nqu be the subspace of Uqpglm|nq-invariants
in the module superalgebra A. The following result is well known, see e.g. [18, Lemma 2.2].
Lemma 2.5. LetA be aUqpglm|nq-module superalgebra. ThenA
Uqpglm|nq is a submodule superalgebra
of A.
Proof. For any homogeneous a, b P AUqpglm|nq and x P Uqpglm|nq,
x.pabq “
ÿ
pxq
p´1qrxp2qsraspxp1q.aqpxp2q.bq “
ÿ
pxq
p´1qrxp2qsrasǫpxp1qqǫpxp2qqab “ ǫpxqab,
where the last equation follows from the identityÿ
pxq
p´1qrxp2qsrasxp1qǫpxp2qq “
ÿ
pxq
xp1qǫpxp2qq “ x.
As a consequence, ab P AUqpglm|nq. 
2.4. Quantised function algebras on Uqpglm|nq.
2.4.1. The bi-superalgebra Mm|n. Let
Uqpglm|nq
˝ :“ tf P pUqpglm|nqq
˚ | Kerf contains a cofinite ideal of Uqpglm|nqu
be the finite dual [23] of Uqpglm|nq, which is a Hopf superalgebra with structure dualising that
of Uqpglm|nq. We have the matrix elements tab P Uqpglm|nq
˝, a, b P Im|n, defined by [38]
(2.7) xtab, xy “ πpxqab, @x P Uqpglm|nq,
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where π is the natural representation defined as in (2.2). We set the Z2-grading of tab by rtabs “
ras ` rbs. Consider the subalgebra Mm|n of Uqpglm|nq
˝ generated by matrix elements tab pa, b P
Im|nq. The multiplication which Mm|n inherits from Uqpglm|nq
˝ is given by
(2.8) xtt1, xy “
ÿ
pxq
xtb t1, xp1q b xp2qy “
ÿ
pxq
p´1qrt
1srxp1qsxt, xp1qyxt
1, xp2qy
for all t, t1 P Mm|n and x P Uqpglm|nq.
We proceed to give the relations of the generators tab. Applying π b π to both sides of (2.5),
we have
(2.9) Rpπ b πq∆pxq “ pπ b πq∆1pxqR,
where R :“ pπ b πqR, which is of the form [38]
R “ q
ř
aPIm|n
p´1qraseaabeaa
` pq ´ q´1q
ÿ
aăb
p´1qrbseab b eba
“ I b I `
ÿ
aPIm|n
pqa ´ 1qeaa b eaa ` pq ´ q
´1q
ÿ
aăb
p´1qrbseab b eba,
where qa “ q
p´1qras . It is easy to directly verify that the matrix R satisfies the Yang-Baxter equa-
tion.
Write R “
ř
a,b,c,dPIm|n
eab b ecdR
a c
b d, then the nonzero entries of the matrix R are
Ra ba b “ 1, a ‰ b, R
a a
a a “ qa, R
a b
b a “ qb ´ q
´1
b , a ă b,
where qb ´ q
´1
b “ p´1q
rbspq ´ q´1q for all a, b P Im|n. It follows from (2.9) that the generators tab
obey relations ÿ
a1,b1
p´1qpra
1s`rcsqprbs`rdsqRa ba1b1ta1ctb1d “
ÿ
a1,b1
p´1qpra
1s`rcsqprbs`rb1sqtbb1taa1R
a1b1
c d ,
which can be written more explicitly as
(2.10)
ptabq
2 “0, ras ` rbs “ 1¯,
tactbc “p´1q
pras`rcsqprbs`rcsqqctbctac, a ą b,
tabtac “p´1q
pras`rcsqpras`rbsqqatactab, b ą c,
tactbd “p´1q
pras`rcsqprbs`rdsqtbdtac, a ą b, c ă d,
tactbd “p´1q
pras`rcsqprbs`rdsqtbdtac
` p´1qrasprbs`rdsq`rbsrdspq ´ q´1qtbctad, a ą b, c ą d.
It is worthy to note thatMm|n has a bi-superalgebra structure with the co-multiplication and the
co-unit given by
∆ptabq “
ÿ
cPIm|n
p´1qpras`rcsqprcs`rbsqtac b tcb, ǫptabq “ δab.
Remark 2.6. With the matrix notation T “
ř
a,bPIm|n
eab b tab, relations (2.10) can be simply
written in the form
RT1T2 “ T2T1R,
where T1T2 “
ř
a,b,c,dPIm|n
p´1qpras`rbsqprcs`rdsqeab b ecd b tabtcd; see [38] and [27] for details.
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There exist two kinds of actions on Mm|n, corresponding respectively to the left and right
translations in the classical situation. We define the R-action by
(2.11) R : Uqpglm|nq bMm|n ÑMm|n xb f ÞÑ Rxpfq “
ÿ
pfq
p´1qprfs`rxsqrxsfp1qxfp2q, xy.
Recall that there is an anti-automorphism w of Uqpglm|nq given by
wpEa,a`1q “ Ea`1,a, wpEa`1,aq “ Ea,a`1, wpKaq “ Ka.
This and the antipode S respectively give rise to another two left actions L and rL
(2.12)
L : Uqpglm|nq bMm|n ÑMm|n xb f ÞÑ
ÿ
pfq
xfp1q, wpxqyfp2q,
rL : Uqpglm|nq bMm|n ÑMm|n xb f ÞÑÿ
pfq
xfp1q, Spxqyfp2q,
The two actions L (or rL) and R graded-commute with each other, i.e.,
LxpRypfqq “ p´1q
rxsrysRxpLypfqq.
In addition, they preserve the algebraic structure ofMm|n. Thus,Mm|n is a module superalgebra
over LpUqpglm|nqqbRpUqpglm|nqq. It admits the following multiplicity-free decomposition, which
is a partial analogue of quantum Peter-Weyl theorem.
Theorem 2.7. ([38, Proposition 4]) As an LpUqpglm|nqq bRpUqpglm|nqq-module,
(2.13) Mm|n –
à
λPΛm|n
L
m|n
λ b L
m|n
λ ,
where Λm|n is the set of pm,nq-hook partitions.
Remark 2.8. [38] Mm|n –
À
λPΛm|n
pL
m|n
λ q
˚ b L
m|n
λ as
rLpUqpglm|nqq bRpUqpglm|nqq-module.
2.4.2. The Hopf superalgebra KrGLqpm|nqs. Following convention in [38], we define elements
t¯ab P Uqpglm|nq
˝ by
xt¯ab, xy :“ π¯pxqab “ p´1q
rbspras`rbsqxtba, Spxqy, @x P Uqpglm|nq, a, b P Im|n.
These are matrix elements of the dual vector representation π¯ of Uqpglm|nq acting on pV
m|nq˚.
They generate a Z2-graded bi-algebraMm|n with the multiplication as in (2.8), and co-multiplication
∆ and co-unit ǫ given by
∆pt¯abq “
ÿ
cPIm|n
p´1qpras`rcsqprcs`rbsq t¯ac b t¯cb ǫpt¯abq “ δab.
This is aUqpglm|nq-module superalgebra with respect to leftUqpglm|nq-actionsL, rL,R : Uqpglm|nqb
Mm|n Ñ Mm|n similarly defined as in (2.11) and (2.12). Furthermore, Mm|n admits the follow-
ing decomposition as in Theorem 2.7.
Theorem 2.9. As an rLpUqpglm|nqq bRpUqpglm|nqq-module,
(2.14) Mm|n –
à
λPΛm|n
L
m|n
λ b pL
m|n
λ q
˚.
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Now we denote by KrGLqpm|nqs the subalgebra of Uqpglm|nq
˝ generated by all matrix elements
tab and t¯ab. The relations, besides (2.10), can be derived similarly from [38]
pπ¯ b π¯qpR∆pxqq “ pπ¯ b π¯qp∆1pxqRq,(2.15)
pπ b π¯qpR∆pxqq “ pπ b π¯qp∆1pxqRq,(2.16)
where the second one enables us to factorise KrGLqpm|nqs into
KrGLqpm|nqs “ Mm|nMm|n,
which inherits a natural bi-algebra structure fromMm|n andMm|n. Straightforward calculations
can verify the relationÿ
cPIm|n
p´1qrasprbs`rcsqtac t¯bc “
ÿ
cPIm|n
p´1qpras`rcsqpras`rbs`rcsq t¯catcb “ δab,
which implies that KrGLqpm|nqs is a Hopf superalgebra with the antipode S given by
(2.17) Sptabq “ p´1q
raspras`rbsq t¯ba, Spt¯abq “ p´1q
rbspras`rbsqqp2ρ,ǫa´ǫbqtba.
Here 2ρ “
ř
aăbp´1q
ras`rbspǫa ´ ǫbq and ǫa ´ ǫb is a root for glm|n.
Remark 2.10. It is proved in [20, Theorem 3.5] that KrGLqpm|nqs – OqpGLm|nq as Hopf superal-
gebras, where OqpGLm|nq is the coordinate superalgebra of quantum general linear supergroup.
Remark 2.11. Let R “ pπ¯ b π¯qR, by the formula in [38] we have
R “ q
ř
aPIm|n
p´1qraseaabeaa
` pq ´ q´1q
ÿ
aąb
p´1qrbseab b eba
“ I b I `
ÿ
aPIm|n
pqa ´ 1qeaa b eaa ` pq ´ q
´1q
ÿ
aąb
p´1qrbseab b eba.
Thus, relations (2.15) can be written more explicitly as follows,
(2.18)
pt¯abq
2 “0, ras ` rbs “ 1¯,
t¯ac t¯bc “p´1q
pras`rcsqprbs`rcsqq´1c t¯bct¯ac, a ą b,
t¯abt¯ac “p´1q
pras`rcsqpras`rbsqq´1a t¯act¯ab, b ą c,
t¯ac t¯bd “p´1q
pras`rcsqprbs`rdsq t¯bdt¯ac, a ą b, c ă d,
t¯ac t¯bd “p´1q
pras`cqprbs`rdsq t¯bdt¯ac
´ p´1qrasprbs`rdsq`rbsrdspq ´ q´1qt¯bct¯ad, a ą b, c ą d.
3. QUANTUM HOWE DUALITY OF TYPE pUqpglk|lq,Uqpglr|sqq
3.1. Quantum super analogue of Howe duality. We adopt the following notation for conve-
nience. If G “ tg1, . . . , gku is a finite set of elements in Uqpglm|nq, we denote by xGy the linear
span of the elements gi1gi2 . . . giN for all N P Z` and 1 ď i1, . . . , iN ď k, that is, xGy is subalgebra
generated by G. Given integers 1 ď s, t ď m ` n, we introduce the following subalgebra of
Uqpglm|nq
Υu “ xKa | 1 ď a ď uy, 1 ď u ď m` n,
Υv “ xKa | v ` 1 ď a ď m` ny, 0 ď v ď m` n ´ 1.
For any Uqpglm|nq-module V , we define the Υu-invariant subspace of V by
V Υu :“ tv P V | Kav “ v, @1 ď a ď uu,
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and call this a truncation of V . The Υv-invariant subspace V
Υv can be defined similarly. The
following two lemmas will be crucial for our proof of quantum Howe duality.
Lemma 3.1. Let λ P Λm|n be an pm,nq-hook partition. The Υv-invariant subspace of L
m|n
λ is
pL
m|n
λ q
Υv –
$’&’%
L
m|pv´mq
λ , if v ą m and λm`1 ď v ´m,
Lvλ, if v ď m and λv`1 “ 0,
0, otherwise,
where L
m|v´m
λ is the irreducible Uqpglm|v´mq-module with highest weight pλ1, . . . , λm; xλ
1
1´my, . . . ,
xλ1v´m ´myq, and L
v
λ is the irreducible Uqpglvq-module with highest weight pλ1, . . . , λvq.
Proof. Note that Uqpglm|n´1q is canonically embedded in Uqpglm|nq as the subalgebra generated
by the elements Ea,a`1, Ea`1,a, K
˘1
b with 1 ď a ă m ` n ´ 1 and 1 ď b ď m ` n ´ 1. Thus
we can consider the restriction of the Uqpglm|nq-module L
m|n
λ to a module for Uqpglm|n´1q. Let
vλ P L
m|n
λ be the highest weight vector for Uqpglm|nq with the highest weight λ
6 (see (2.4)).
Then pL
m|n
λ q0 “ Uqpglm|n´1qvλ forms an irreducible Uqpglm|n´1q-module. Note that Km`n, which
commutes with Uqpglm|n´1q, acts on pL
m|n
λ q0 by multiplication by the scalar q
xλ1n´my.
Denote by Uqpn´q0 the subalgebra of Uqpglm|nq generated by the elements Em`n,a with 1 ď a ď
m`n´1. Then L
m|n
λ “ Uqpn´q0pL
m|n
λ q0. Thus, all the weights µ “ pµ1, µ2, . . . , µm`nq of L
m|n
λ satisfy
µm`n ě xλ
1
n ´my. Therefore, pL
m|n
λ q
Km`n “ pL
m|n
λ q
Υm`n´1 “ 0 unless xλ1n ´my “ 0, i.e., λ
1
n ď m,
which is equivalent to the condition that λm`1 ď n ´ 1 (recall that λk`1 ď l ô λ
1
l`1 ď k for any
k, l P Z`). In this case, we have pL
m|n
λ q
Υm`n´1 “ pL
m|n
λ q0, which is an irreducible Uqpglm|n´1q-
module with the highest weight pλ1, . . . , λm; xλ
1
1 ´my, . . . , xλ
1
n´1 ´myq.
Iterating this truncation procedure for pL
m|n
λ q
Υm`n´1 , we arrive at the assertion. 
Lemma 3.2. Let λ P Λm|n be an pm,nq-hook partition. The Υu-invariant subspace of L
m|n
λ is
pL
m|n
λ q
Υu –
$’&’%
L
pm´uq|n
λ , if u ă m and λm´u`1 ď n,
Lm`n´uλ1 , if u ě m and λ
1
m`n´u`1 “ 0,
0, otherwise,
where L
m´u|n
λ is the irreducible Uqpglm´u|nq-module with highest weight pλ1, . . . , λm´u; xλ
1
1 ´ pm ´
uqy, . . . , xλ1n ´ pm ´ uqyq, and L
m`n´u
λ1 is the irreducible Uqpglm`n´uq-module with highest weight
pλ11, . . . , λ
1
m`n´uq.
Proof. Let λ6 be the lowest weight of L
m|n
λ . By Proposition A.4 in Appendix A, we have
λ6 “ pxλm ´ ny, xλm´1 ´ ny, . . . , xλ1 ´ ny;λ
1
n, λ
1
n´1, . . . , λ
1
1q.
For convenience, we write Γ
m|n
λ
for L
m|n
λ and vλ for the lowest weight vector of Γ
m|n
λ
. Then
pΓ
m|n
λ
q0 :“ Uqpglm´1|nqvλ is an irreducible Uqpglm´1|nq-module, where Uqpglm´1|nq is canonically
embedded in Uqpglm|nq as the subalgebra generated by the elements Ea,a`1, Ea`1,a, K
˘1
b with
2 ď a ď m ` n ´ 1 and 2 ď b ď m ` n. Now K1, which commutes with Uqpglm´1|nq, acts on
pL
m|n
λ q0 by multiplication by the scalar q
xλm´ny.
Denote by Uqpn`q0 the subalgebra of Uqpglm|nq generated by E1,a, 2 ď a ď m`n, it follows that
Γ
m|n
λ
“ Uqpn`q0pΓ
m|n
λ
q0. Thus, all the weights µ “ pµ1, µ2, . . . , µm`nq of Γ
m|n
λ
satisfy µ1 ě xλm´ny.
Therefore, it is clear that pΓ
m|n
λ
qK1 “ pΓ
m|n
λ
qΥ1 “ 0 unless xλm ´ ny “ 0, i.e., λm ď n. In
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this case, we have pΓ
m|n
λ
qΥ1 “ pΓ
m|n
λ
q0, which is an irreducible Uqpglm´1|nq-module with the
lowest weight pxλm´1 ´ ny, . . . , xλ1 ´ ny;λ
1
n, λ
1
n´1, . . . , λ
1
1q. This by Proposition A.4 means that
pΓ
m|n
λ
qΥ1 “ L
pm´1q|n
λ has the highest weight pλ1, . . . , λm´1; xλ
1
1 ´ pm ´ 1qy, . . . , xλ
1
n ´ pm ´ 1qyq.
Iterations of this truncation procedure lead to the assertion. 
Given integers k, l that 0 ď k ď m ´ 1 and 0 ď l ď n ´ 1, we define a new subalgebra of
Uqpglm|nq by
(3.1) Υk|l :“ Υm´kΥm`l “ xKa | a P t1, . . .m´ ku Y tm` l ` 1, . . . , m` nu y,
and then define the following truncation of Mm|n:
(3.2) M
k|l
r|s :“ pMm|nq
LpΥk|lqbRpΥr|sq “ tf PMm|n | LΥk|lpfq “ RΥr|spfq “ fu.
Introduce the set Iˆk|l :“ ta | m´ k` 1 ď a ď m` lu, and similarly the set Iˆr|s. Then the elements
tKa, Eb,b`1, Eb`1,b | a P Iˆk|l, b P Iˆk|l, b ‰ m ` lu generate a Hopf subalgebra Uqpglk|lq of Uqpglm|nq.
Clearly, Υk|l commutes with the subalgebra Uqpglk|lq.
We obtain the following presentation for M
k|l
r|s.
Lemma 3.3. The subalgebra M
k|l
r|s of Mm|n is generated by ttab | a P Iˆk|l, b P Iˆr|su subject to the
relevant relations of (2.10).
Proof. Let
ś
k|l “
śm´k
a“1
śm`n
b“m`l`1KaKb, and similarly introduce
ś
r|s. Observe that for any
tab PMm|n
Lś
k|l
ptabq “
#
tab, a P Iˆk|l,
qatab, otherwise,
Rś
r|s
ptabq “
#
tab, a P Iˆr|s,
qbtab, otherwise.
Therefore, ta1,b1ta2,b2 . . . tap,ap P M
k|l
r|s if and only if ai P Iˆk|l and bi P Iˆr|s for all 1 ď i ď p. This
implies that M
k|l
r|s is generated by ttab | a P Iˆk|l, b P Iˆr|su, while the relations follows directly from
(2.10). 
The following theorem is the quantum Howe duality of type pUqpglk|lq,Uqpglr|sqq applied to the
subalgebra M
k|l
r|s of Mm|n with k, r ď m and l, s ď n, which is a generalisation of [33, Theorem
2.2].
Theorem 3.4. (pUqpglk|lq,Uqpglr|sqq-duality) The superalgebra M
k|l
r|s admits a multiplicity-free de-
composition as LpUqpglk|lqq bRpUqpglr|sqq-module
(3.3) M
k|l
r|s –
à
λPΛk|lXΛr|s
L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ ,
where Λk|l (resp. Λr|s) is the set of pk|lq (resp. pr|sq) hook partitions.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, we have
M
k|l
r|s “ pMm|nq
LpΥk|lqbRpΥr|sq –
à
λPΛm|n
pL
m|n
λ q
Υk|l b pL
m|n
λ q
Υr|s.
By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2,
pL
m|n
λ q
Υk|l “ ppL
m|n
λ q
Υm´kqΥm`l – pL
k|n
λ q
Υm`l – L
k|l
λ ,
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where the second isomorphism requires λk`1 ď n and the last one λk`1 ď l, yielding λ P Λk|l. The
same argument applies to pL
m|n
λ q
Υr|s. Thus, pL
m|n
λ q
Υk|l b pL
m|n
λ q
Υr|s – L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ if λ P Λk|l X Λr|s,
and it will be 0 otherwise. 
Remark 3.5. Similarly, we can show that as rLpUqpglk|lqq bRpUqpglr|sqq-module,
M
k|l
r|s –
à
λPΛk|lXΛr|s
L
k|l
λ b pL
r|s
λ q
˚.
Notation. We shall regard M
k|l
r|s as the superalgebra generated by tab with a P Ik|l and b P Ir|s
subject to relations of the form (2.10), as the two superalgebras are isomorphic.
Remark 3.6. We have following facts in the classical case (q Ñ 1):
(1) By specialising q to 1, relations (2.10) reduce to the supercommutative relations rtab, tcds “
0. In this case, we denote by M
k|l
r|s|q“1 the superalgebra over C generated by tab. This
superalgebra is isomorphic to the supersymmetric algebra SpCk|l b Cr|sq, where Ck|l and
Cr|s are respectively natural representations of glk|l and glr|s. Thus, Theorem 3.4 recovers
classical Howe duality for SpCk|l b Cr|sq (see [4, Theorem 3.2] and [30, Theorem 1.3]),
that is, the decomposition (3.3) holds for M
k|l
r|s|q“1 in the case of classical limit q Ñ 1. In
general, we will show thatM
k|l
r|s is isomorphic to a quantum analogue of supersymmetric
algebra; see Section 3.2.
(2) For any k, l P Z`, we denote by L
k|l
λ |q“1 the irreducible glk|l-module corresponding to the
irreducible Uqpglk|lq-module L
k|l
λ . It was proved in [37, Proposition 3] that dimC L
k|l
λ |q“1 “
dimK L
k|l
λ . This will be used frequently in what follows.
As a quick application of the quantum Howe duality, we obtain an explicit PBW basis forM
k|l
r|s,
which is a special case of [22, Theorem 1.14]. Let m “ pmabq, a P Ik|l, b P Ir|s be a pk` lqˆpr` sq
supermatrix with parity assignment rmabs “ ras ` rbs such that mab P Z` whenever rmabs “ 0¯
and mab P t0, 1u whenever rmabs “ 1¯. We denote by M
k|l
r|s the set of all such supermatrices m.
Introduce a linear order ą for the pairs pa, bq such that
(3.4) pa, bq ą pc, b` kq, pa, bq ą pa ` k, bq, @k ą 0.
Define monomial tm PM
k|l
r|s by
tm “
ąź
pa,bq
tmabab “ t
m11
11 t
m21
21 ¨ ¨ ¨ t
m12
12 t
m22
22 ¨ ¨ ¨ , m PM
k|l
r|s,
where the factors are arranged decreasingly in the order ą. Note that M
k|l
r|s is Z`-graded with
the gradation deg tab “ 1. We write |m| :“
ř
a,bmab for the degree of monomial t
m, and denote
by pM
k|l
r|sqN the homogeneous subspace of degree N in M
k|l
r|s.
Lemma 3.7. We have the following identities:ÿ
λPΛk|lXΛr|s, |λ|“N
dimK L
k|l
λ dimK L
r|s
λ “
ÿ
λPΛk|lXΛr|s, |λ|“N
dimC L
k|l
λ |q“1 dimC L
r|s
λ |q“1
“ #ttm |m PM
k|l
r|s, |m| “ Nu,
where #S stands for the cardinality of set S.
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Proof. The first identity follows from Remark 3.6, so we only need to prove the second one. It
is easy to see that tm,m P M
k|l
r|s form a basis for M
k|l
r|s|q“1, which is isomorphic to the super
polynomial algebra generated by kr ` ls even variables and kl ` rs Grassmannian variables (cf.
[31, Theorem 3.1]). Let pM
k|l
r|s|q“1qN be the homogeneous subspace of degree N in M
k|l
r|s|q“1.
Then we obtain
dimCpM
k|l
r|s|q“1qN “ #tt
m |m PM
k|l
r|s, |m| “ Nu.
On the other hand, it follows from classical Howe duality for M
k|l
r|s|q“1 that
dimCpM
k|l
r|s|q“1qN “
ÿ
λPΛk|lXΛr|s, |λ|“N
dimC L
k|l
λ |q“1 dimC L
r|s
λ |q“1.
This proves the second identity. 
We obtain the following PBW basis for superalgebra M
k|l
r|s.
Propsition 3.8. The set of monomials ttm |m P M
k|l
r|su constitutes a K-basis for M
k|l
r|s.
Proof. We deduce from relations (2.10) that M
k|l
r|s is spanned by the set of given monomials, and
hence it remains to show the linear independence. By Theorem 3.4, we have
(3.5) pM
k|l
r|sqN –
à
λPΛk|lXΛr|s, |λ|“N
L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ ,
which implies that
dimKpM
k|l
r|sqN “
ÿ
λPΛk|lXΛr|s, |λ|“N
dimK L
k|l
λ dimK L
r|s
λ .
Combing this and Lemma 3.7, we obtain that
dimKpM
k|l
r|sqN “ #tt
m |m P M
k|l
r|s, |m| “ Nu.
Since the monomials tm with |m| “ N span the degree N homogeneous subspace pM
k|l
r|sqN , they
must be linearly independent. This completes our proof. 
We now turn to another formulation of M
k|l
r|s.
3.2. Braided supersymmetric algebra and flat modules. Let V be a finite dimensional module
over Uqpglm|nq, and RV,V P GLpV b V q be the associated R-matrix. Recall that qRV,V “ PRV,V ,
where P is the graded permutation map (2.1). Then qRV,V P EndUqpglm|nqpV b V q with
(3.6) p qRV,V b idV qpidV b qRV,V qp qRV,V b idV q “ pidV b qRV,V qp qRV,V b idV qpidV b qRV,V q.
It is well-known that qRV,V acts on V b V semi-simply, and its eigenvalues are of the form ˘qr
with r P 1
2
Z. Thus qRV,V obeys a minimal characteristic polynomial of the form
k`ź
i“1
p qRV,V ´ qχ`i q k´ź
i“1
p qRV,V ` qχ´i q “ 0,
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where k˘ P Z` and χ
`
i , χ
´
i P
1
2
Z. Define the following submodules of V b V
S2q pV q “ tw P V b V |
k`ź
i“1
p qRV,V ´ qχ`i qpwq “ 0u,
Λ2qpV q “ tw P V b V |
k´ź
i“1
p qRV,V ` qχ´i qpwq “ 0u.
We generalise braided symmetric algebra in the sense of [2] as follows.
Definition 3.9. Let V be Z2-graded finite-dimensional Uqpglm|nq-module. We define the braided
supersymmetric algebra and braided superexterior algebra respectively by
SqpV q “ T pV q{xΛ
2
qpV qy, ΛqpV q “ T pV q{xS
2
q pV qy,
where T pV q is the tensor superalgebra of V and xIy is the 2-sided ideal generated by subset
I Ă T pV q.
Let V |q“1 be the complex vector space spanned by the same basis elements as in V . The
supersymmetric algebra SpV |q“1q over C is Z`-graded, so is SqpV q. As a quotient module of
T pV q, SqpV q encodes Uqpglm|nq-module structure which preserves the algebraic structure, and
hence it is a module superalgebra.
Following [2], we will call V flat module if and only if dimK SqpV qN “ dimC SpV |q“1qN for all
N P Z`, and SqpV q is called the flat deformation of SpV |q“1q. The flat deformation SqpV q acts
as quantum analogue of supersymmetric algebra. However, other than natural modules, flat
modules are extremely rare even in the quantum group case; see [18, §2.2].
We now give some concrete examples of flat modules. Let V k|l be the natural representation
for Uqpglk|lq with the standard weight basis tviuiPIk|l . Then
qRV k|l,V k|l gives an automorphism of
V k|l b V k|l with the action
qRV k|l,V k|lpvi b vjq “
$’&’%
p´1qrisrjsvj b vi, if i ă j,
p´1qrisqivi b vi, if i “ j,
p´1qrisrjsvj b vi ` pq ´ q
´1qvi b vj , if i ą j.
The tensor product V k|l b V k|l can be decomposed as direct sum of two irreducible Uqpglk|lq-
submodules,
V k|l b V k|l “ S2q pV
k|lq ‘ Λ2qpV
k|lq.
The basis for S2q pV
k|lq is given by
(3.7) vi b vi, 1 ď i ď k, vi b vj ` p´1q
risrjsqvj b vi, 1 ď i ă j ď k ` l,
while the basis for Λ2qpV
k|lq is
(3.8) vi b vi, k ` 1 ď i ď k ` l, vi b vj ´ p´1q
risrjsq´1vj b vi, 1 ď i ă j ď k ` l.
Let P
pk|lq
s and P
pk|lq
a be the idempotent projection onto the irreducible submodules S2q pV
k|lq and
Λ2qpV
k|lq, respectively. Then we have qRV k|l,V k|l “ qP k|ls ´ q´1P k|la , which leads to
(3.9) p qRV k|l,V k|l ´ qqp qRV k|l,V k|l ` q´1q “ 0.
Propsition 3.10. Let k, l P Z`, we have
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(1) As a superalgebra, M
k|l
1|0 – SqpV
k|lq, which is generated by x1, x2, . . . , xk`l with parity as-
signments rxis “ ris and defining relations
x2i “ 0, if ris “ 1¯,
xjxi “ p´1q
risrjsqxixj 1 ď i ă j ď k ` l.
(2) The natural representation V k|l is flat, and SqpV
k|lq “
À
NPZ`
SqpV
k|lqN , where SqpV
k|lqN
is the irreducible Uqpglk|lq-module with the highest weight Nǫ1.
Proof. The relations for SqpV
k|lq in Part (1) come from (3.8), and the isomorphism is given by
ti1 ÞÑ xi for 1 ď i ď k ` l. By Theorem 3.4, as Uqpglk|lq b Uqpgl1|0q – Uqpglk|lq module,
SqpV
k|lq – M
k|l
1|0 –
à
λPΛk|lXΛ1|0
L
k|l
λ bK K,
where the sum is over all one-row Young diagrams. For any one-row Young diagram λ with N
boxes, we obtain SqpV
k|lqN – L
k|l
λ and
dimK SqpV
k|lqN “ dimK L
k|l
λ “ dimC L
k|l
λ |q“1 “ dimC SpC
k|lqN .
Thus, V k|l is a flat Uqpglk|lq-module. 
The following proposition will not be used later, but is interesting in its own right. Recall that
Manin [22] introduced two multiparameter quantum superspaces Aq andA
˚
q of superdimensions
pk|lq. In the one-parameter case Aq – M
k|l
1|0 as superalgebras, while A
˚
q – M
k|l
0|1 as shown in the
following proposition.
Propsition 3.11. Let k, l P Z`, we have
(1) As a superalgebra, M
k|l
0|1 – A
˚
q , which is generated by ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξk`l with parity assignments
rξis “ ris ` 1¯ and defining relations
ξ2i “ 0, if ris “ 0¯,
ξjξi “ p´1q
pris`1¯qprjs`1¯qq´1ξiξj 1 ď i ă j ď k ` l.
(2) A˚q “
À
NPZ`
pA˚q qN , where pA
˚
q qN is the irreducible Uqpglk|lq-module with the highest weightřN
i“1 ǫi if N ă k, and
řk
i“1 ǫi ` pN ´ kqǫk`1 otherwise.
Proof. This can be proved similarly as in Proposition 3.10. 
The following proposition gives the second formulation of the module superalgebra M
k|l
r|s via
the braiding operator on V k|l b V r|s.
Propsition 3.12. Let V k|l and V r|s be natural modules of Uqpglk|lq and Uqpglr|sq, respectively.
(1) As a superalgebra, M
k|l
r|s – SqpV
k|l b V r|sq.
(2) As a Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq-module,
SqpV
k|l b V r|sq –
à
λPΛk|lXΛr|s
L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ .
In particular, V k|l b V r|s is a flat Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq-module.
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Proof. Let U “ V k|lb V r|s, then it has a basis txia :“ vib va | i P Ik|l, a P Ir|su, where vi and va are
basis elements for V k|l and V r|s, respectively. Define the permutation map P23 : U b U Ñ U b U
of two middle factors by
P23pvi b vj b va b vbq “ p´1q
rjsrasP23pvi b va b vj b vbq.
Therefore, theR-matrix ofUqpglk|lˆglr|sq acting on UbU is qRU,U “ P23˝p qRV k|l,V k|lb qRV r|s,V r|sq˝P23,
which implies
Λ2qpUq “ P23
ˆ`
S2q pV
k|lq b Λ2qpV
r|sq
˘à`
Λ2qpV
k|lq b S2q pV
r|sq
˘˙
.
Using bases for S2q pV
k|lq and Λ2qpV
k|lq (S2q pV
r|sq and Λ2qpV
r|sq) given in (3.7) and (3.8), we imme-
diately obtain the following quadratic relations for SqpUq “ T pUq{Λ
2
qpUq:
pxiaq
2 “0, ris ` ras “ 1¯,
xjaxia “p´1q
pris`rasqprjs`rasqqaxiaxja, j ą i,
xibxia “p´1q
pris`rasqpris`rbsqqixiaxib, b ą a,
xjaxib “p´1q
pris`rbsqprjs`rasqxibxja, j ą i, a ă b,
xjbxia “p´1q
pris`rasqprjs`rbsqxiaxjb
` p´1qrisprjs`rbsq`rjsrbspq ´ q´1qxibxja, j ą i, b ą a.
It is straightforward to verify that the assignment tia ÞÑ p´1q
risrasxia preserves defining relations,
which becomes the superalgebra isomorphism between M
k|l
r|s and SqpV
k|l b V r|sq. Thus we have
dimK SqpV
k|l b V r|sqN “ dimKpM
k|l
r|sqN “
ÿ
λPΛk|lXΛr|s, |λ|“N
dimK L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ ,
while by Remark 3.6 in the classical case (q Ñ 1)
dimC SpC
k|l b Cr|sqN “
ÿ
λPΛk|lXΛr|s, |λ|ďN
dimC L
k|l
λ |q“1 b L
r|s
λ |q“1.
Using dimK L
k|l
λ “ dimC L
k|l
λ |q“1 for any k, l P Z`, we have dimK SqpV
k|l b V r|sqN “ dimC SpC
k|l b
C
r|sqN . This implies that V
k|lbV r|s is a flat Uqpglk|lqbUqpglr|sq-module. For part (2), it is easy to
see that SqpV
k|lbV r|sq acquires a Uqpglk|lqbUqpglr|sq-module structure through the isomorphism
given in part (1). Thus the decomposition in part (2) follows from Theorem 3.4. 
Remark 3.13. We immediately recover the following dualities:
(1) (skew pUqpglkq,Uqpglsqq-duality, [18, Theorem 6.16]) As Uqpglkq b Uqpglsq-module,
ΛqpV
k|0 b V s|0q – SqpV
k|0 b V 0|sq –
à
λPΛk|0XΛ0|s
L
k|0
λ b L
s|0
λ1 ,
where the first isomorphism follows from the defining relations of these two algebras
(see [18, Proposition 6.14]), and the second one has used the isomorphism L
0|s
λ – L
s|0
λ1
as Uqpgls|0q-modules (see part (1) of Proposition A.4). Note Uqpglsq :“ Uqpgls|0q.
(2) (pUqpglkq,Uqpglrqq-duality, [18, Theorem 6.4] and [39]) As Uqpglkq b Uqpglrq-module,
SqpV
k|0 b V r|0q –
à
λPΛk|0XΛr|0
L
k|0
λ b L
r|0
λ .
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(3) (pUqpglk|lq,Uqpglrqq-duality, [33, Theorem 2.2]) As Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglrq-module,
SqpV
k|l b V r|0q –
à
λPΛk|lXΛr|0
L
k|l
λ b L
r|0
λ .
Propsition 3.14. As a superalgebra, M
k|l
r|s – SqppV
k|lq˚ b pV r|sq˚q. Thus we have the following
multiplicity-free decomposition as Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq-module
SqppV
k|lq˚ b pV r|sq˚q –
à
λPΛk|lXΛr|s
L
k|l
λ b pL
r|s
λ q
˚.
In particular, pV k|lq˚ b pV r|sq˚ is a flat Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq-module.
Proof. We only give a sketch of the proof, as it is similar to that of Proposition 3.12. Let v˚i , i P Ir|s,
be standard weight basis for pV k|lq˚. Then qRpV r|sq˚,pV r|sq˚ acts on pV r|sq˚ b pV r|sq˚ by
(3.10) qRpV r|sq˚,pV r|sq˚pv˚i b v˚j q “
$’&’%
p´1qrisrjsv˚j b v
˚
i , if i ą j
p´1qrisqiv
˚
i b v
˚
i , if i “ j,
p´1qrisrjsv˚j b v
˚
i ` pq ´ q
´1qv˚i b v
˚
j , if i ă j.
Let U “ pV k|lq˚ b pV r|sq˚ and P23 be graded the permutation of two middle factors in U b U .
Then we have
Λ2qpUq “ P23
ˆ`
S2q ppV
k|lq˚q b Λ2qppV
r|sq˚q
˘à`
Λ2qppV
k|lq˚q b S2q ppV
r|sq˚q
˘˙
.
The bases for S2q ppV
r|sq˚q and Λ2qppV
r|sq˚q are given respectively by tv˚i b v
˚
i , 1 ď i ď r, v
˚
i b v
˚
j `
p´1qrisrjsq´1v˚j bv
˚
i , 1 ď i ă j ď r`su and tv
˚
i bv
˚
i , r`1 ď i ď r`s, v
˚
i bv
˚
j ´p´1q
risrjsqv˚j bv
˚
i , 1 ď
i ă j ď r`su. Now we can determine the quadratic relations for SqpUq “ T pUq{Λ
2
qpUq as follows:
pxiaq
2 “0, ris ` ras “ 1¯,
xjaxia “p´1q
pris`rasqprjs`rasqq´1a xiaxja, j ą i,
xibxia “p´1q
pris`rasqpris`rbsqq´1i xiaxib, b ą a,
xjaxib “p´1q
pris`rbsqprjs`rasqxibxja, j ą i, a ă b,
xjbxia “p´1q
pris`rasqprjs`rbsqxiaxjb
´ p´1qrisprjs`rbsq`rjsrbspq ´ q´1qxibxja, j ą i, b ą a.
Here xia :“ v
˚
i b v
˚
a . The isomorphism between M
k|l
r|s and SqpUq is given by t¯ia ÞÑ p´1q
risrasxia.
The multiplicity-free decomposition is also clear from this isomorphism and Remark 3.5. 
Remark 3.15. Also we will show in Proposition 4.23 that V k|lbpV r|sq˚ is a flat Uqpglk|lqbUqpglr|sq-
module. Therefore, we have three flat Uqpglk|lq bUqpglr|sq-modules: V
k|l b V r|s, pV k|lq˚ b pV r|sq˚
and V k|l b pV r|sq˚.
3.3. Howe duality implies Schur-Weyl duality. We derive the quantum super analogue of
Schur-Weyl duality from the quantum super analogue of Howe duality following the methods
of [39, Proposition 4.1], and also [13, Proposition 2.4.5.3] for the classical case.
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Recall that the Hecke algebra Hqprq of the symmetric group is the unital K-algebra with gen-
erators H1, H2, . . . , Hr´1 subject to relations
(3.11)
pHi ´ qqpHi ` q
´1q “ 0, 1 ď i ď r ´ 1,
HiHj “ HjHi, |i´ j| ě 2,
HiHi`1Hi “ Hi`1HiHi`1, 1 ď i ď r ´ 2.
It is well known that the Hecke algebra Hqprq and the symmetric group algebra KSymr are
isomorphic as associative algebras (cf. [15]). Therefore, the irreducible representations ofHqprq
are also indexed by partitions λ $ r.
Let V k|l be the natural module for Uqpglk|lq with the standard basis tvauaPIk|l . Then there is a
natural action of Hqprq on pV
k|lqbr defined by
Hi.va1 b va2 b . . .b var :“ va1 b . . .b qRV k|l,V k|lpvai b vai`1q b . . .b var ,
for all 1 ď i ď r. This action is well defined following (3.6) and the quadratic relation (3.9),
thus leads to the algebra homomorphism
νr : Hqprq ÝÑ EndUqpglk|lqppV
k|lqbrq.(3.12)
The quantum super analogue of Schur-Weyl duality (see , e.g. [21, 8]) states that this is actually
an epimorphism.
Theorem 3.16. (Schur-Weyl duality) Let V k|l be the natural representation ofUqpglk|lq. As Uqpglk|lqb
Hqprq-module, pV
k|lqbr has the following multiplicity-free decomposition,
pV k|lqbr –
à
λPΛk|l, |λ|“r
L
k|l
λ bDλ,
where Dλ is the simple left Hqprq-module associated to λ. This in particular implies that the algebra
homomorphism νr defined by (3.12) is surjective.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.4 thatM
k|l
r|0 –
À
λPΛk|lXΛr|0
L
k|l
λ bL
r|0
λ as LpUqpglk|lqqbRpUqpglrqq-
module, where L
r|0
λ is the irreducible Uqpglrq-module. Denote by
M
k|l
r|0r0s :“ tf PM
k|l
r|0 | RKapfq “ qf, @1 ď a ď ru
the zero weight space of M
k|l
r|0 with respect to the R-action of Uqpglrq. This is isomorphic to
pV k|lqbr with a basis tta1,1ta2,2 . . . tar ,r | 1 ď a1, a2, . . . , ar ď k ` lu by Proposition 3.8. Then we
immediately obtain as left LpUqpglk|lqq -modules
M
k|l
r|0r0s – pV
k|lqbr –
à
λPΛk|l, |λ|“r
L
k|l
λ b L
r|0
λ r0s,
where L
r|0
λ r0s is the zero weight space of L
r|0
λ , and we have used the fact that L
r|0
λ r0s is nonzero
if and only if |λ| “ r. Now it is well known that L
r|0
λ r0s is actually the irreducible Hqprq-module
associated to partition λ of size r, see [39, Proposition 4.1] (and [13, Proposition 2.4.5.3] for
the classical case). This proves the multiplicity-free decomposition. The second statement is
clear. 
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4. THE FFT OF INVARIANT THEORY FOR Uqpglm|nq
4.1. Invariants for Uqpglm|nq. Fix non-negative integers k, l, r, s. In this section, we shall work
with the following Uqpglm|nq-module superalgebra.
Definition 4.1. Let P
k|l
r|s :“ M
k|l
m|nbRM
r|s
m|n, the braided tensor algebra ofM
k|l
m|n andM
r|s
m|n. Then
it is a Uqpglm|nq-module superalgebra with respect to the action RpUqpglm|nqq b RpUqpglm|nqq,
defined for any f b g P P
k|l
r|s and x P Uqpglm|nq by
xpf b gq “
ÿ
pxq
p´1qrxp2qsrfsRxp1qpfq bRxp2qpgq.
Remark 4.2. By Proposition 3.12 and Proposition 3.14, P
k|l
r|s is a flat deformation of the super-
symmetric algebra SpCk|lbCm|n‘pCr|sq˚bpCm|nq˚q, which is isomorphic to SpCk|lbCm|n‘Cr|sb
pCm|nq˚q as superalgebra.
The superalgebra algebraic structure of P
k|l
r|s can be described as follows.
Lemma 4.3. Let Tai “ tai b 1 and T bj “ 1 b t¯bj with a P Ik|l, b P Ir|s and i, j P Im|n. Then P
k|l
r|s is
generated by the elements Tai and T bj subject to the following relations for all a P Ik|l, b P Ir|s and
i, j P Im|n:
(4.1)
Tai satisfy the relevant relations for tai in (2.10),
T bi satisfy the relevant relations for tbi in (2.18),
T bjTai “ p´1q
pras`risqprbs`rjsqTaiT bj , i ‰ j
T biTai “ p´1q
pras`risqprbs`risqq´1i TaiT bi ´
ÿ
jąi
p´1qrbspras`risq`rasrjspq ´ q´1qTajT bj .
Proof. All the statements in the lemma are obvious except the last two relations, which require
proof. Note that they are equivalent to
T bjTai “
ÿ
a1,b1PIm|n
p´1qpras`risqprbs`rb
1sq`pris`rjs`rb1sqprjs`rb1sqpR´1qj a
1
b1i Taa1T bb1.(4.2)
Let R “
ř
h αh b βh P Uqpglm|nq b Uqpglm|nq be the universal R matrix. It follows from Propo-
sition 2.3 that
p1b t¯bjqptai b 1q “ PRpt¯bj b taiq “
ÿ
h
p´1qrαhsrβhs`prαhs`rjs`rbsqpris`rasqRβhptaiq bRαhpt¯bjq,
where we have the R-actions
Rβhptaiq “
ÿ
a1PIm|n
p´1qpras`ra
1sqpris`ra1sq`prβhs`ris`rasqrβhstaa1xta1i, βhy,
Rαhpt¯bjq “
ÿ
b1PIm|n
p´1qprbs`rb
1sqprb1s`rjsq`prαhs`rjs`rbsqrαhs`rjsprjs`rb
1sqt¯bb1xtjb1, Spαhqy.
Recall R´1 “
ř
h Spαhq b βh and R
´1 “ pπ b πqR´1 “
ř
a,b,c,dPIm|n
eab b ecdpR
´1qacbd. Note thatř
hxtjb1, Spαhqyxta1i, βhy “ pR
´1qj a
1
b1i with the following nonzero entries of R
´1
(4.3) pR´1qa ba b “ 1, a ‰ b, pR
´1qa aa a “ q
´1
a , pR
´1qa bb a “ ´pqb ´ q
´1
b q, a ă b.
Using above equations together, we obtain (4.2) as required. 
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We want to study the subalgebra of Uqpglm|nq-invariants in P
k|l
r|s (cf. Lemma 2.5). Let
(4.4) X
k|l
r|s :“ pP
k|l
r|sq
Uqpglm|nq “ tf P P
k|l
r|s | xpfq “ ǫpxqf, @x P Uqpglm|nqu.
We define the following elements in P
k|l
r|s by
Xab :“
ÿ
iPIm|n
p´1qrasprbs`risqtai b t¯bi “
ÿ
iPIm|n
p´1qrasprbs`risqTaiT bi(4.5)
for all a P Ik|l and b P Ir|s. The Z2-gradation is given by rXabs “ ras ` rbs.
Lemma 4.4. The elements Xab belong to X
k|l
r|s for all a P Ik|l and b P Ir|s.
Proof. For all x P Uqpglm|nq, we have
(4.6) xXab “
ÿ
pxq
ÿ
iPIm|n
p´1qrxp2qspras`risq`rasprbs`risqRxp1qptaiq bRxp2qpt¯biq.
Note that
(4.7)
Rxp1qptaiq “
ÿ
cPIm|n
p´1qrxp1qspras`ris`rxp1qsq`pras`rcsqprcs`risqtacxtci, xp1qy
Rxp2qpt¯biq “
ÿ
dPIm|n
p´1qrxp2qsprbs`ris`rxp2qsq`prbs`rdsqprds`risq t¯bdxt¯di, xp2qy,
where xtci, xp1qy “ πpxp1qqci and xt¯di, xp2qy “ p´1q
risprds`risqπpSpxp2qqqid. Observe that
πpxp1qqci ‰ 0ô rxp1qs “ rcs ` ris, πpSpxp2qqqid ‰ 0ô rxp2qs “ ris ` rds.
Combing (4.6) and (4.7), we obtain
xXab “
ÿ
pxq
ÿ
i,c,dPIm|n
p´1qrasprbs`rdsqπpxp1qqciπpSpxp2qqqidTacT bd
“
ÿ
c,dPIm|n
p´1qrasprbs`rdsqπpǫpxqqcdTacT bd
“ ǫpxqXab,
where we have used the identity
ř
pxq xp1qSpxp2qq “ ǫpxq1. 
Lemma 4.5. (1) The following relations hold in P
k|l
r|s:
XacTbi “ p´1q
prbs`risqpras`rcsqTbiXac, a ą b,
XacTai “ p´1q
pras`risqpras`rcsqq´1a TaiXac,
TaiXbc ´ p´1q
pras`risqprbs`rcsqXbcTai “ p´1q
rcspras`rbsq`rasrbspq ´ q´1qTbiXac, a ą b,
XabT bi “ p´1q
pras`rbsqprbs`risqqbT biXai,
XabT ci “ p´1q
pras`rbsqprcs`risqT ciXab, b ą c,
XacT bi ´ p´1q
prbs`risqpras`rcsqT biXac “ p´1q
rispras`rcsq`rasrbspq ´ q´1qT ciXab, b ą c.
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(2) The elements Xab P X
k|l
r|s, a P Ik|l, b P Ir|s satisfy the following relations
(4.8)
pXabq
2 “0, ras ` rbs “ 1¯,
XacXbc “p´1q
pras`rcsqprbs`rcsqqcXbcXac, a ą b,
XabXac “p´1q
pras`rbsqpras`rcsqq´1a XacXab, b ą c,
XacXbd “p´1q
pras`rcsqprbs`rdsqXbdXac, a ą b, c ą d,
XacXbd “p´1q
pras`rcsqprbs`rdsqXbdXac
` p´1qrasprbs`rdsq`rbsrdspq ´ q´1qXbcXad, a ą b, c ă d.
Proof. The proof for part (1) is rather involved as there are many cases to consider, even though
all are quite similar. We illustrate the proof by using the third relation in part (1) as an example.
Using relations (4.1), we obtain
TaiXbc “
ÿ
jPIm|n
p´1qrbsprcs`rjsqTaiTbjT cj “ Siąj ` Siăj ` Si“j , with
Sjăi “
ÿ
jăi
p´1qrbsprcs`rjsq
ˆ
p´1qpras`risqprbs`rjsqTbjTaiT cj
` p´1qrasprbs`rjsq`rbsrjspq ´ q´1qTbiTajT cj
˙
,
Sjąi “
ÿ
jąi
p´1qrbsprcs`rjsq`pras`risqprbs`rjsqTbjTaiT cj,
Sj“i “p´1q
rbsprcs`risq`pras`risqprbs`risqqiTbiTaiT ci.
On the other hand, we have
XbcTai “
ÿ
jPIm|n
p´1qrbsprcs`rjsqTbjT cjTai “ S
1
j“i ` S
1
j‰i with
S 1j“i “p´1q
rbsprcs`risq
ˆ
p´1qpras`risqprcs`risqq´1i TbiTaiT ci
´
ÿ
kąi
p´1qrcspras`risq`rasrkspq ´ q´1qTbiTakT ck˙ ,
S 1j‰i “
ÿ
j‰i
p´1qrbsprcs`rjsq`pras`risqprcs`rjsqTbjTaiT cj.
Straightforward calculation shows that
TaiXbc ´ p´1q
pras`risqprbs`rcsqXbcTai “ p´1q
rcspras`rbsq`rasrbspq ´ q´1qTbiXac, a ą b.
Now we turn to part (2), which is an easy consequence of part (1). For instance, if ras`rbs “ 1¯,
then
pXabq
2 “
ÿ
iPIm|n
p´1qrasprbs`risqXabTaiT bi
“
ÿ
iPIm|n
p´1qrasprbs`risq`pras`rbsqpras`risqq´1a TaiXabT bi
“
ÿ
iPIm|n
p´1qrasprbs`risq`pras`rbsqq´1a qbTaiT aiXab
“ ´q´1a qbpXabq
2.
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Hence pXabq
2 “ 0 in this case. The remaining relations can be proved in a similar way. 
The following is one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 4.6. (FFT for Uqpglm|nq) The invariant subalgebra X
k|l
r|s is generated by the elements Xab
with a P Ik|l and b P Ir|s.
Remark 4.7. The special case with n “ 0 of the theorem is the FFT of invariant theory for the
quantum general linear group [18]. One can also recover from this theorem the FFT of invariant
theory for the general linear Lie superalgebra [16, 29, 30] by specialising q to 1. These points
will be discussed in Section 6.
4.2. Proof of FFT. The proof of Theorem 4.6 will be divided into two cases based on the fol-
lowing lemma.
Lemma 4.8. The invariant subalgebra X
k|l
r|s admits the multiplicity-free decomposition
(4.9) X
k|l
r|s –
à
λPΛk|lXΛr|sXΛm|n
L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ
as LpUqpglk|lqq b rLpUqpglr|sqq-module.
Proof. By Definition 4.1 and Theorem 3.4, we obtain that as a LpUqpglk|lqq b RpUqpglm|nqq brLpUqpglr|sqq bRpUqpglm|nqq-module,
P
k|l
r|s –
à
λPΛk|lXΛm|n,
µPΛr|sXΛm|n
L
k|l
λ b L
m|n
λ b L
r|s
µ b pL
m|n
µ q
˚.
It follows that
X
k|l
r|s –
à
λPΛk|lXΛm|n,
µPΛr|sXΛm|n
L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
µ b pL
m|n
λ b pL
m|n
µ q
˚qUqpglm|nq
–
à
λPΛk|lXΛr|sXΛm|n
L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ ,
where we have used Schur’s Lemma that pL
m|n
λ b pL
m|n
µ q˚qUqpglm|nq has a unique invariant (up to
scalar multiples) if and only if λ “ µ. 
Motivated by the approach to FFT of invariant theory in [18], we are in a position to deal with
the following two cases respectively:
‚ m ě maxtk, ru and n ě maxtl, su;
‚ m ă maxtk, ru or n ă maxtl, su.
4.2.1. The case m ě maxtk, ru and n ě maxtl, su. In this case, one immediately obtains
(4.10) Λk|l X Λr|s X Λm|n “ Λk|l X Λr|s.
(m ě maxtk, ru and n ě maxtl, su is only a sufficient condition for this equation.) Viewing M
k|l
r|s
as a subalgebra of Mm|n, we have ∆pM
k|l
r|sq Ă M
k|l
m|n b M
m|n
r|s under the co-multiplication on
Mm|n. Let r∆ :“ pid b Sq∆ be the K-linear mapr∆ : Mk|l
r|s ÝÑ P
k|l
r|s “M
k|l
m|n bR M
r|s
m|n,
where S is the antipode of Mm|n restricted on M
m|n
r|s .
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Lemma 4.9. r∆ is injective.
Proof. We have
pǫb idqr∆pfq “ÿ
pfq
1b ǫpfp1qqSpfp2qq “ Spfq, @f PM
k|l
r|s.
Thus, r∆pfq “ 0 if and only if f “ 0, as S is invertible. 
Lemma 4.10. Assume that m ě maxtk, ru and n ě maxtl, su, then r∆pMk|l
r|sq “ X
k|l
r|s. In particular,r∆ptabq “ Xab P X k|lr|s, @a P Ik|l, b P Ir|s.
Proof. By (4.10), Lemma 4.8 and Theorem 3.4, we have
dimKpX
k|l
r|sqN “
ÿ
λPΛk|lXΛr|s,|λ|“N
dimK L
k|l
λ ˆ dimK L
r|s
λ “ dimKpM
k|l
r|sqN ,
for any homogeneous components of degree N . We only need to show that r∆pMk|l
r|sq Ď X
k|l
r|s,
since the identity follows from the injectivity of r∆. Now for any x P Uqpglm|nq and f P Mk|lr|s, we
have
xr∆pfq “ ÿ
pxq,pfq
p´1qrxp2qsrfp1qsRxp1qpfp1qq bRxp2qpSpfp2qqq,
“
ÿ
pxq,pfq
p´1qrxp2qsprfp1qs`rfp2qsqX1 bX2,
with
X1 “ p´1q
prfp1qs`rfp2qs`rxp1qsqrxp1qsfp1qxfp2q, xp1qy,
X2 “ p´1q
prfp3qs`rfp4qs`rxp2qsqrxp2qs`rfp3qsrfp4qsSpfp4qqxSpfp3qq, xp2qy.
Note that we have used the identity∆pSpfqq “
ř
pfqp´1q
rfp1qsrfp2qsSpfp2qqbSpfp1qq. Thus, we obtain
xr∆pfq “ÿ
pfq
p´1qrfp1qsrxsǫpxqfp1q b Spfp2qq “ ǫpxqr∆pfq,
completing our proof. The second claim is easy to see by the antipode S in (2.17). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.6, we need the following key lemma.
Lemma 4.11. Let µ be the multiplication in M
k|l
r|s. Suppose that m ě maxtk, ru and n ě maxtl, su,
(1) There exists the Z` ˆ Z`-graded vector space bijection:
̟ : M
k|l
r|s bM
k|l
r|s ÝÑM
k|l
r|s bM
k|l
r|s,
f b g ÞÑ
ÿ
pfq,pgq
p´1qrfp2qsrgp1qsfp1q b gp1qxfp2q b gp2q,R
´1y.
In particular, for any degree N (N P Z`) graded component of M
k|l
r|s,
pM
k|l
r|sqN “ µ ˝̟ppM
k|l
r|sqN´1 b pM
k|l
r|sq1q.
(2) Let f, g PM
k|l
r|s, we have the multiplication formula in X
k|l
r|s given byr∆pfqr∆pgq “ r∆ ˝ µ ˝̟pf b gq.
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Proof. For part (1), we only need to show that ̟pf b gq is contained in M
k|l
r|s bM
k|l
r|s, since R is
invertible. ViewingM
k|l
r|s as a subalgebra of Mm|n obtained by the truncation (3.2) and recalling
the labelling set Iˆk|l therein, we have for any a, c P Iˆk|l and b, d P Iˆr|s,
̟ptab b tcdq “
ÿ
a1,b1
sgn taa1 b tcc1xta1b b tc1d,R
´1y,
with sgn “ p´1qpras`ra
1sqpra1s`rbsq`prcs`rc1sqprc1s`rdsq`prcs`rc1sqpra1s`rbsq. Using the matrix form of R´1 in
(4.3), we obtain that xta1b b tc1d,R
´1y “ 0 unless a1, c1 P Iˆr|s. In general, for any ordered mono-
mials f “ ta1b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ taM bM and g “ tc1d1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tcNdN with bi, di P Iˆr|s, we have xf b g,R
´1y “ 0 unless
ai, ci P Iˆr|s by the defining property of R (2.6).
To prove part (2), we need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 4.12. Maintaining above notation, we haveÿ
pfq,pgq
p´1qrgp1qsrfp2qsfp2qgp2qxfp1q b gp1q,Ry “
ÿ
pfq,pgq
p´1qprfp1qs`rfp2qsqrgp1qsgp1qfp1qxfp2q b gp2q,Ry;ÿ
pfq,pgq
p´1qrfp2qsrgp1qsfp1qgp1qxfp2q b gp2q,R
´1y “
ÿ
pfq,pgq
p´1qprgp1qs`rgp2qsqrfp2qsgp2qfp2qxfp1q b gp1q,R
´1y.
We postpone the proof of Lemma 4.12 to the end. Let R “
ř
h αh b βh and hence R
´1 “ř
h Spαhq b βh. Now for any f, g PM
k|l
r|s,r∆pfqr∆pgq “ ÿ
pfq,pgq,h
p´1qprαhs`rfp2qsqrgp1qs`rαhsrβhsfp1qRβhpgp1qq bRαhpSpfp2qqqSpgp2qq
“
ÿ
pfq,pgq,h
p´1qprαhs`rfp2qs`rfp3qsqprgp1qs`rgp2qsq`rαhsrβhsX1 bX2
with
X1 “ p´1q
prβhs`rgp1qs`rgp2qsqrβhsfp1qgp1qxgp2q, βhy,
X2 “ p´1q
prαhs`rfp2qs`rfp3qsqrαhs`rfp2qsrfp3qs`rfp3qsrgp3qsSpgp3qfp3qqxSpfp2qq, αhy.
The sum is over pfq, pgq, h such that rαhs “ rfp2qs, rβhs “ rgp2qs and rfp2qs ` rgp2qs “ 0¯ since
xSpfp2qq, αhyxgp2q, βhy “ p´1q
rfp2qsrgp2qsxfp2q b gp2q,R
´1y.
Using the second identity in Lemma 4.12, we obtainr∆pfqr∆pgq “ ÿ
pfq,pgq
p´1qrfp3qsprgp1qs`rgp2qsq`rgp1qsrgp2qs`rfp3qsrgp3qsfp1qgp1qSpgp3qfp3qqxfp2q b gp2q,R
´1y
“
ÿ
pfq,pgq
p´1qrfp3qsprgp1qs`rgp2qsq`rgp1qsrgp2qsfp1qgp1qSpfp2qgp2qqxfp3q b gp3q,R
´1y
“
ÿ
pfq,pgq
p´1qrfp2qsrgp1qs r∆pfp1qgp1qqxfp2q b gp2q,R´1y
“ r∆ ˝ µ ˝̟pf b gq.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.11. 
Remark 4.13. Part (2) of Lemma 4.11 implies that the K-linear map r∆ is not a superalgebra
homomorphism.
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Proof of Lemma 4.12. For our purpose, we only prove the second identity, while the first one can
be proved in the same way. Let R´1 “
ř
h Spαhq b βh, then from (2.5) we have ∆pxqR
´1 “
R´1∆1pxq, which implies that for all x P Uqpglm|nqÿ
pxq,h
p´1qrαhsrxp2qsxp1qSpαhq b xp2qβh b xp3q
“
ÿ
pxq,h
p´1qrxp2qsprβhs`rxp1qsqSpαhqxp2q b βhxp1q b xp3q.
Now applying f b g b 1 to both sides of the above equation, we obtain the left hand side
LHS “
ÿ
pxq,pfq,pgq,h
sgn xfp1q, xp1qyxfp2q, Spαhqyxgp1q, xp2qyxgp2q, βhy xp3q,
with sgn “ p´1qrαhsrxp2qs`rfp2qsrxp1qs`rgp2qsrxp2qs`prgp1qs`rgp2qsqprxp1qs`rαhsq. The sum is over pxq, pfq, pgq, h
such that rxp1qs “ rfp1qs, rαhs “ rfp2qs, rxp2qs “ rgp1qs, rβhs “ rgp2qs and rfp2qs ` rgp2qs “ 0¯, yielding
LHS “
ÿ
pxq,pfq,pgq
p´1qrgp1qsrfp2qsxfp1qgp1q, xp1qyxp2qxfp2q b gp2q,R
´1y.
The right hand side can be simplified in a similar way, and hence we obtain the equalityÿ
pfq,pgq,pxq
p´1qrfp2qsrgp1qsxfp1qgp1q, xp1qyxp2qxfp2q b gp2q,R
´1y
“
ÿ
pfq,pgq,pxq
p´1qprgp1qs`rgp2qsqrfp2qsxgp2qfp2q, xp1qyxp2qxfp1q b gp1q,R
´1y.
We view fp1qgp1q and gp2qfp2q as linear functions on Uqpglm|nq. Applying the co-unit ǫ to both sides
on xp2q and using
ř
pxq xp1qǫpxp2qq “ x, we obtain our assertion in the lemma. 
Now we prove Theorem 4.6 in the case that m ě maxtk, ru and n ě maxtl, su.
Proof of Theorem 4.6. We use induction on the degreeN of pM
k|l
r|sqN . By Lemma 4.10,
r∆pMk|l
r|sq “
X
k|l
r|s and we have seen
r∆ptabq “ Xab. As pMk|lr|sqN “ µ ˝ ̟ppMk|lr|sqN´1 b pMk|lr|sq1q by part (1) of
Lemma 4.11, the theorem follows directly from part (2) of Lemma 4.11 and inductive step. 
4.2.2. The case m ă maxtk, ru or n ă maxtl, su. Let u “ mintk, r,mu and v “ mintl, s, nu. Note
that M
u|v
m|n (resp. M
u|v
m|n) can be embedded into M
k|l
m|n (resp. M
r|s
m|n) by using the truncation
procedure as in (3.2). Explicitly, we define the following commutative subalgebras respectively
by
Υ
k|l
u|v :“ xKa | a P t1, 2, . . . , k ´ uu Y tk ` v ` 1, . . . , k ` lu y Ď Uqpglk|lq,
Υ
r|s
u|v :“ xKa | a P t1, 2, . . . , r ´ uu Y tr ` v ` 1, . . . , r ` su y Ď Uqpglr|sq.
Then we obtain
(4.11) M
u|v
m|n “ pM
k|l
m|nq
LpΥ
k|l
u|v
q
, M
u|v
m|n “ pM
r|s
m|nq
rLpΥr|s
u|v
q
.
Using the fact that LpUqpglk|lqqb rLpUqpglr|sqq graded-commutes with the Uqpglm|nq-action on Pk|lr|s,
we define
(4.12) Xu|v :“ pX
k|l
r|sq
LpΥ
k|l
u|v
qb rLpΥr|s
u|v
q “ ppM
k|l
m|n bR M
r|s
m|nq
LpΥ
k|l
u|v
qb rLpΥr|s
u|v
qqUqpglm|nq.
Lemma 4.14. There are following assertions:
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(1) As a LpUqpglu|vqq b rLpUqpglu|vqq-module, Xu|v has a multiplicity-free decomposition
Xu|v “
à
λPΛu|v
L
u|v
λ b L
u|v
λ .
(2) Xu|v is generated by Xab with a, b P Iu|v.
(3) As a LpUqpglk|lqq b rLpUqpglr|sqq-module, X k|lr|s is generated by Xu|v, i.e.,
X
k|l
r|s “
´
LpUqpglk|lqq b rLpUqpglr|sqq¯Xu|v.
Proof. By (4.11) and (4.12), we have Xu|v “ pM
u|v
m|nbRM
u|v
m|nq
Uqpglm|nq. Now M
u|v
m|n andM
u|v
m|n can
be viewed respectively as subalgebras of Mm|n and Mm|n by truncation since u ď m and v ď n.
This reduces to the first case discussed in Section 4.2.1, leading to part (1) and part (2) directly.
For part (3), it is well known that the LpUqpglk|lqqb rLpUqpglr|sqq highest weight vectors of weight
λ are precisely the LpUqpglu|vqqb rLpUqpglu|vqq highest weight vectors of the same weight, as there
is a natural embedding Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq Ě Uqpglu|vq b Uqpglu|vq. Therefore, X
k|l
r|s is generated
by Xu|v as LpUqpglk|lqq b rLpUqpglr|sqq-module. 
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 4.6.
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Note that Xu|v is Z`-graded by setting degXab “ 1 for all a, b P Iu|v. By
Lemma 4.14, we use induction on the degree N homogeneous component of Xu|v to show that´
LpUqpglk|lqq b rLpUqpglr|sqq¯ pXu|vqN
is generated by elements Xab with a P Ik|l, b P Ir|s. It is obvious for the case N “ 1. In general,
let XY P Xu|v with degpXY q “ N ą 1. Then it is clear that for any homogeneous x P Uqpglk|lq
and y P Uqpglr|sq
pLx b rLyqpXY q “ ÿ
pxq,pyq
p´1qrxp2qsryp1qs`prxp2qs`ryp2qsqrXspLxp1q b
rLyp1qqpXqpLxp2q b rLyp2qqpY q.
Since both the Z`-gradations of X and Y are less than N , our claim follows by induction. 
4.3. Reformulation of FFT. As in classical case, we shall reformulate the polynomial FFT for
Uqpglm|nq in terms of superalgebra homomorphism.
In view of the linear order ą defined in (3.4), we define monomials Xm “
ś
ą
pa,bqX
mab
ab ,m P
M
k|l
r|s, where the factors are arranged decreasingly in the order ą. Recall that X
k|l
r|s is an invariant
superalgebra of Uqpglm|nq-invariants.
Lemma 4.15. Assume that m ě mintk, ru and n ě mintl, su. The set of monomials tXm | m P
M
k|l
r|su constitutes a K-basis for the invariant superalgebra X
k|l
r|s.
Proof. Note that Λk|l X Λr|s Ď Λm|n if and only if m ě mintk, ru and n ě mintl, su. Under our
assumption, we obtain from Lemma 4.8 the multiplicity-free decomposition
(4.13) X
k|l
r|s –
à
λPΛk|lXΛr|s
L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ
as LpUqpglk|lqq b rLpUqpglr|sqq-module. By relations (4.8), the monomials Xm,m P Mk|lr|s span the
invariant algebra X
k|l
r|s. Thus, we only need to prove the linear independence of these monomials.
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Let pX
k|l
r|sqN be the homogeneous subspace of degree N in X
k|l
r|s. Then we obtain from (4.13)
dimKpX
k|l
r|sqN “
ÿ
λPΛk|lXΛr|s, |λ|“N
dimKpL
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ q “
ÿ
λPΛk|lXΛr|s, |λ|“N
dimK L
k|l
λ dimK L
r|s
λ .
Combing this and Lemma 3.7, we have
dimKpX
k|l
r|sqN “ #tt
m |m PM
k|l
r|s, |m| “ Nu “ #tX
m |m PM
k|l
r|s, |m| “ Nu.
This finishes the proof of linear independence, since pX
k|l
r|sqN is spanned by the monomials
Xm, |m| “ N . 
We introduce the following auxiliary superalgebra, which will play a crucial role in our refor-
mulation of FFT.
Definition 4.16. Let k, l, r, s be non-negative integers. We denote by ĂMk|l
r|s the quadratic super-
algebra over K generated by rtab with a P Ik|l, b P Ir|s, subject to the following relations:
(4.14)
prtabq2 “0, ras ` rbs “ 1¯,rtacrtbc “p´1qpras`rcsqprbs`rcsqqcrtbcrtac, a ą b,rtabrtac “p´1qpras`rbsqpras`rcsqq´1a rtacrtab, b ą c,rtacrtbd “p´1qpras`rcsqprbs`rdsqrtbdrtac, a ą b, c ą d,rtacrtbd “p´1qpras`rcsqprbs`rdsqrtbdrtac
` p´1qrasprbs`rdsq`rbsrdspq ´ q´1qrtbcrtad, a ą b, c ă d.
The Z2-grading is given by rrtabs “ ras ` rbs. We shall write ĂMk|l :“ ĂMk|lk|l for convenience.
Lemma 4.17. Let k, l, r, s be fixed non-negative integers. For anym,n P Z`, the K-linear map fromĂMk|l
r|s to the invariant superalgebra X
k|l
r|s of Uqpglm|nq-invariants
(4.15) Ψ
k|l
r|s :
ĂMk|l
r|s ÝÑ X
k|l
r|s,
rtab ÞÝÑ Xab, @a P Ik|l, b P Ir|s.
is a surjective superalgebra homomorphism.
Proof. It is clear from (4.8) and (4.14) that the map is a well defined superalgebra homomor-
phism. The surjectivity is immediate by Theorem 4.6. 
Lemma 4.18. Suppose that m ě mintk, ru and n ě mintl, su. Then Ψ
k|l
r|s is a superalgebra isomor-
phism.
Proof. By Lemma 4.17, it suffices to proveKerΨ
k|l
r|s “ 0, which is equivalent to show that elements
in X
k|l
r|s have no nontrivial relations except (4.8) if m ě mintk, ru and n ě mintl, su.
Assume that X
k|l
r|s has a nontrivial relation except (4.8). We denote it by
fpXa1b1 , . . . , Xapbpq “ 0, p ě 1,
where fpXa1b1 , . . . , Xapbpq is a non-zero polynomial in X
k|l
r|s. Using Lemma 4.15, we obtain the
expression fpXa1b1 , . . . , Xapbpq “
ř
m
cmX
m “ 0 for finitely many cm P K with m P M
k|l
r|s. This
forces all cm “ 0 since X
m’s are K-linearly independent, and hence fpXa1b1 , . . . , Xapbpq is a zero
polynomial, leading to a contradiction. This completes our proof. 
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Lemma 4.18 can be viewed as another formulation of ĂMk|l
r|s, that is,
ĂMk|l
r|s – X
k|l
r|s as superal-
gebras for sufficient large m and n. Therefore, ĂMk|l
r|s acquires the Uqpglk|lqq b Uqpglr|sq-module
structure from its counterpart on X
k|l
r|s through the isomorphism Ψ
k|l
r|s .
Propsition 4.19. There are following properties of ĂMk|l
r|s:
(1) (Howe duality) The superalgebra ĂMk|l
r|s admits the multiplicity-free decompositionĂMk|l
r|s –
à
λPΛk|lXΛr|s
L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ
as Uqpglk|lqq b Uqpglr|sq-module;
(2) (PBW basis) The set T :“ trtm “śąpa,bq rtmabab |m PMk|lr|su constitutes a K-basis for ĂMk|lr|s.
Proof. By Lemma 4.18, ĂMk|l
r|s – X
k|l
r|s as superalgebras for m ě mintk, ru and n ě mintl, su. Then
part (1) follows from (4.13) and part (2) from Lemma 4.15 and Lemma 4.18. 
Remark 4.20. For any m “ pmabq,n “ pnabq P M
k|l
r|s, we set m ` n “ pmab ` nabq. By relations
(4.14), rtmrtn “ p´1qδ1qδ2 rtm`n ` pq ´ q´1qX,
whereX P Crq, q´1sT , and δ1, δ2 P Z (which depend onm and n). Here rtm`n “ 0 ifmab`nab “ 2
for some ras ` rbs “ 1¯.
We reformulate the FFT of invariant theory for Uqpglm|nq as follows.
Theorem 4.21. (FFT for Uqpglm|nq) The superalgebra homomorphism Ψ
k|l
r|s :
ĂMk|l
r|s Ñ X
k|l
r|s is sur-
jective. Moreover, Ψ
k|l
r|s is a Uqpglk|lq b Uqpgls|rq-module homomorphism.
For notational convenience, we introduce the shorthand λ “ p1m12m2 ¨ ¨ ¨ q for the partition λ
with m1 copies of 1, m2 copies of 2 and so on. For any two partitions λ and µ, λ Ď µ means that
the Young diagram of λ can be embedded into that of µ.
Corollary 4.22. As a Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq-module, KerΨ
k|l
r|s admits the multiplicity-free decomposi-
tion
KerΨ
k|l
r|s –
à
λcĎλPΛk|lXΛr|s
L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ , with λc “ ppn` 1q
m`1q.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 4.21, Proposition 4.19 and Lemma 4.8. 
We close this section by giving a new formulation of ĂMk|l
r|s via braiding operator on V
k|l b
pV r|sq˚, which shows that ĂMk|l
r|s is in fact not artificial.
Propsition 4.23. As a superalgebra, ĂMk|l
r|s – SqpV
k|l b pV r|sq˚q. Thus we have the following
multiplicity-free decomposition
SqpV
k|l b pV r|sq˚q –
à
λPΛk|lXΛr|s
L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ
as Uqpglk|lq bUqpglr|sq-module. In particular, V
k|l b pV r|sq˚ is a flat Uqpglk|lq bUqpglr|sq-module (in
the sense of Section 3.2).
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.12. Let rU “ V k|l b pV r|sq˚ and P23 be graded
the permutation of two middle factors in rU b rU . Then we have
Λ2qprUq “ P23ˆ`S2q pV k|lq b Λ2qppV r|sq˚q˘à`Λ2qpV k|lq b S2q ppV r|sq˚q˘˙.
Using bases given in (3.7), (3.8) and Proposition 3.14, we obtain the quadratic relations for
SqprUq “ T prUq{Λ2qprUq as follows:
pxiaq
2 “0, ris ` ras “ 1¯,
xjaxia “p´1q
pris`rasqprjs`rasqqaxiaxja, j ą i,
xibxia “p´1q
pris`rasqpris`rbsqq´1i xiaxib, b ą a,
xjbxia “p´1q
pris`rasqprjs`rbsqxiaxjb, j ą i, b ą a,
xjaxib “p´1q
pris`rbsqprjs`rasqxibxja
` p´1qrisprjs`rasq`rjsraspq ´ q´1qxjbxia, j ą i, a ă b.
Here xia “ vi b v
˚
a . The isomorphism between
ĂMk|l
r|s and Sqp
rUq is specified by rtia ÞÑ p´1qrisrasxia.
The multiplicity-free decomposition is also clear from this isomorphism and Proposition 4.19.

Now the superalgebra homomorphisms given in Proposition 3.12, Proposition 3.14, Proposi-
tion 4.23 and Theorem 4.21 fit into the following commutative diagram, and hence we obtain
the surjective superalgebra homomorphism in the bottom row, which reduces in the limit q Ñ 1
to the classical case.
ĂMk|l
r|s
–

Ψ
k|l
r|s
// // X
k|l
r|s :“ pM
k|l
m|n bR M
r|s
m|nq
Uqpglm|nq
–

SqpV
k|l b pV r|sq˚q // //
ˆ
SqpV
k|l b V m|nq bR SqppV
r|sq˚ b pV m|nq˚q
˙Uqpglm|nq
5. THE SFT OF INVARIANT THEORY FOR Uqpglm|nq
In this section, we shall describe the kernel of the superalgebra epimorphism Ψ
k|l
r|s :
ĂMk|l
r|s Ñ
X
k|l
r|s as a two-sided ideal of
ĂMk|l
r|s. The images of nonzero elements in kernel will give rise to new
relations among invariants in X
k|l
r|s, apart from the quadratic relations (4.8).
The main idea is to identify ĂMk|l
r|s as a subalgebra of
ĂMK|L with K “ maxtk, ru and L “
maxtl, su. This way we obtainKerΨ
k|l
r|s by restricting KerΨK|L to
ĂMk|l
r|s; see commutative diagram
(5.7) below. We start by developing some general results on the algebraic structure of MK|L
(resp. M
k|l
r|s), taking advantage of some nice properties of matrix elements. Then we translate
these results to ĂMK|L (resp. ĂMk|lr|s).
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5.1. Algebraic structure of MK|L. We shall recall a well-known fact. Suppose that K,L P Z`
and V is a left UqpglK|Lq-module, then it has a canonical structure of a right KrGLqpK|Lqs-
comodule with structure map
δ : V Ñ V bKrGLqpK|Lqs.
(Recall that KrGLqpK|Lqs “ MK|LMK|L, which is isomorphic to the coordinate superalgebra of
UqpglK|Lq as mentioned in Remark 2.10.) Using Sweedler’s notation, we write δpvq “
ř
pvq vp0q b
vp1q. Then we obtain ÿ
pvq
vp0qxvp1q, xy “ p´1q
rxsrvsxv, @x P UqpglK|Lq, v P V.
Therefore, the comodule structure induces the original module structure in the canonical way
and vice versa.
Let λ P ΛK|L be a pK,Lq-hook partition and pLλ, π
λq be an irreducible representation of
UqpglK|Lq with the highest weight λ
6. Define the elements tλab P UqpglK|Lq
˝ by
xtλab, xy “ π
λpxqab, @x P UqpglK|Lq, a, b “ 1, 2, . . .dimK Lλ.
We write Tλ for the subspace spanned by these elements t
λ
ab. Then it follows form Proposition 2.2
that Tλ Ă MK|L, and Lλ naturally affords the right and left KrGLqpK|Lqs-comodule structure,
which are given respectively by
δRλ : Lλ Ñ Lλ b Tλ, v
λ
b ÞÑ
dimK Lλÿ
a“1
vλa b t
λ
ab,
δLλ : Lλ Ñ Tλ b Lλ, v
λ
a ÞÑ
dimK Lλÿ
b“1
tλab b v
λ
b ,
where vλa pa “ 1, 2, . . . , dimK Lλq is a basis for Lλ. Note that Tλ is independent of the choices of
basis for Lλ.
Lemma 5.1. As a two-sided KrGLqpK|Lqs-comodule, Tλ – Lλ b Lλ is irreducible and hence
MK|L “
à
λPΛK|L
Tλ.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.7. 
For any two left irreducible UqpglK|Lq-modules Lλ and Lµ, we may form the tensor product
Lλ b Lµ, which encodes the right KrGLqpK|Lqs-comodule structure with
δRλbµ : Lλ b Lµ Ñ Lλ b LµTλTµ, v
λ
b b v
µ
d ÞÑ
ÿ
a,c
vλa b v
µ
c p´1q
rvµc srt
λ
ab
stλabt
µ
cd.
Therefore, the product TλTµ is nothing but the subspace ofMK|L spanned by the matrix elements
of the left UqpglK|Lq-module Lλ b Lµ.
Propsition 5.2. As a two-sided KrGLqpK|Lqs-comodule, TλTµ admits the following multiplicity-free
decomposition
(5.1) TλTµ “
à
γPNλ,µ
Tγ ,
where Nλ,µ “ tγ | N
γ
λ,µ ą 0u such that N
γ
λ,µ is the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient appearing in
the decomposition Lλ b Lµ –
À
γPΛK|L
N
γ
λ,µLγ as left UqpglK|Lq-module.
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Proof. This is immediate from the tensor product decomposition of Lλ b Lµ, since each Tγ is the
irreducible two-sided MK|L-comodule spanned by the matrix coefficients of Lγ , and Tγ1
Ş
Tγ2 “
∅ for different γ1, γ2 P Nλ,µ and Tγ1 “ Tγ2 if Lγ1 – Lγ2 . 
Remark 5.3. The Littlewood-Richardson coefficient Nγλ,µ can be obtained by using super duality
due to [5].
Corollary 5.4. Let λ be a pK,Lq-hook partition. Then we have
TλTp1q “
à
γPNλ,p1q
Tγ ,
where Nλ,p1q is the set of all pK,Lq-hook Young diagrams obtained by adding one box to λ.
We denote by xTλyK|L the two-side ideal inMK|L generated by Tλ. For any two-sided ideal I Ď
MK|L, we call I the KrGLqpK|Lqs-comodule ideal if it affords two-sided KrGLqpK|Lqs-comodule
structure. Then xTλyK|L is the minimal two-sided KrGLqpK|Lqs-comodule ideal containing Tλ,
and every two-sided KrGLqpK|Lqs-comodule ideal is the sum of ideals of the form xTλyK|L.
The following theorem is a quantum super analogue of [6, Theorem 4.1].
Theorem 5.5. Let λ be a pK,Lq-hook partition. Then xTλyK|L admits the multiplicity-free decom-
position
(5.2) xTλyK|L “
à
λĎγPΛK|L
Tγ
as two-sided KrGLqpK|Lqs-comodule.
Proof. By Corollary 5.4, we have xTλyK|L Ď
À
λĎγPΛK|L
Tγ. Now assume that ΛK|L Q γ Ě λ with
|γ| “ |λ| ` 1, then it follows from Corollary 5.4 again that Tγ Ă TλTp1q and hence Tγ Ă xTλyK|L.
Using induction on the size of γ, we obtain
À
λĎγPΛK|L
Tγ Ď xTλyK|L. 
We write Iλ “ xTλyK|L for short. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.5 that
Corollary 5.6. We have two facts:
(1) Let Λ Ď ΛK|L be a subset of pK,Lq-hook partitions. The two-sided KrGLqpK|Lqs-comoduleř
γPΛ Tγ is an ideal in MK|L if and only if γ1 P Λ and γ2 Ě γ1 imply γ2 P Λ.
(2) Iλ Ď Iµ if and only if λ Ě µ.
Following [6], we will say that a set Λ Ď ΛK|L is a diagrammatic ideal if γ1 P Λ and γ2 Ě γ1
imply γ2 P Λ. Then Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.6 yield
Propsition 5.7. There is a bijective correspondence between diagrammatic ideals and two-sided
KrGLqpK|Lqs-comodule ideas of MK|L, which is given by
ΛÑ IpΛq “
ÿ
γPΛ
Tγ , for all diagrammatic ideals Λ,
I Ñ tγ | Tγ Ď Iu, for all two-sided KrGLqpK|Lqs-comodule ideas I.
5.2. Algebraic structure of M
k|l
r|s. Suppose that k, l, r, s are non-negative integers. Let K “
maxtk, ru, L “ maxtl, su and write MK|L :“ M
K|L
K|L for the bi-superalgebra generated by matrix
elements tab with a P IK|L, b P IK|L subject to the relations (2.10). Write
(5.3) Iˆi|j “ ta|K ´ i` 1 ď a ď K ` ju Ď IK|L
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for any i ď K and j ď L. We identify M
k|l
r|s with the subalgebra of MK|L generated by elements
tab with a P Iˆk|l, b P Iˆr|s, and denote this embedding by ι
k|l
r|s. Conversely, there is a K-algebra
retraction π
k|l
r|s : MK|L Ñ M
k|l
r|s such that π
k|l
r|sptabq “ tab for all a P Iˆk|l, b P Iˆr|s, and π
k|l
r|sptabq “ 0
otherwise. Clearly, π
k|l
r|s ι
k|l
r|s “ idMk|l
r|s
.
We have π
k|l
r|spTλq Ă M
k|l
r|s and denote the image by
πTλ for simplicity, i.e.,
πTλ “ Tλ XM
k|l
r|s.
Note that πTλ ‰ 0, unless it is contained in some ideal generated by some tab with a P IK|LzIˆk|l
or b P IK|LzIˆr|s. This implies that π
k|l
r|spMK|Lq amounts to the truncation applied to MK|L as in
Theorem 3.4. Therefore,
(5.4) πTλ ‰ 0 if and only if λ P Λk|l X Λr|s.
It follows that as LpUqpglk|lqq bRpUqpglr|sqq-module
πTλ – L
k|l
λ b L
r|s
λ for any λ P Λk|l X Λr|s, and
in this case Tλ “ LpUqpglK|Lqq bRpUqpglK|Lqq
πTλ.
Propsition 5.8. Let λ, µ P Λk|l X Λr|s Ď ΛK|L. We have the multiplication formula in M
k|l
r|s
πTλ
πTµ “
à
γPNλ,µXΛk|lXΛr|s
πTγ,
where Nλ,µ is defined as in Proposition 5.2.
Proof. Since π
k|l
r|s is an algebra homomorphism, we apply it to both sides of (5.1) and hence
πTλ
πTµ “
à
γPNλ,µ
πTγ “
à
γPNλ,µXΛk|lXΛr|s
πTγ ,
where the last equation is the result of (5.4). 
We denote by xπTλy
k|l
r|s the two-sided ideal in M
k|l
r|s generated by
πTλ.
Propsition 5.9. Let λ P Λk|l X Λr|s Ď ΛK|L. Then x
πTλy
k|l
r|s as LpUqpglk|lqq b RpUqpglr|sqq-module
admits the following multiplicity-free decomposition
xπTλy
k|l
r|s “
à
λĎγPΛk|lXΛr|s
πTγ .
Proof. Applying π
k|l
r|s to both sides of (5.2), we obtain
xπTλy
k|l
r|s “
à
λcĎλPΛK|L
πTλ “
à
λcĎλPΛk|lXΛr|s
πTλ,
where the last equation follows from (5.4). 
Remark 5.10. It is worth noting that Proposition 5.2, Theorem 5.5 hold for MK|L|q“1, so do
Proposition 5.8 and Proposition 5.9 forM
k|l
r|s. These are actually super analogues of [6, Theorem
4.1], which was originally proved characteristic-freely by straightening formula.
5.3. The second fundamental theorem. Now we turn to the homomorphism Ψ
k|l
r|s defined in
(4.15). We shall characterise the kernel of Ψ
k|l
r|s as a two-sided ideal of
ĂMk|l
r|s.
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5.3.1. Algebraic structure of ĂMk|l
r|s. For our purpose, we will embed
ĂMk|l
r|s into a larger super-
algebra ĂMK|L and then explore its algebraic properties, which are similar to those of Mk|lr|s in
Section 5.2.
Fix non-negative integers k, l, r, s and let K “ maxtk, ru, L “ maxtl, su. Let ĂMK|L be the
superalgebra generated by rtab with a, b P IK|L subject to relations (4.14). We can define the
following embedding and retraction, which are similar to ι
k|l
r|s and π
k|l
r|s in Section 5.2,
(5.5) rι k|l
r|s :
ĂMk|l
r|s Ñ
ĂMK|L, rπk|lr|s : ĂMK|L Ñ ĂMk|lr|s,
which satisfy rπk|l
r|srι k|lr|s “ idĂMk|l
r|s
. Notice that ĂMK|L encodes the UqpglK|Lq b UqpglK|Lq-module
structure given in Section 4.3, which naturally induces the Uqpglk|lq bUqpglr|sq-module structure
on the subalgebra ĂMk|l
r|s of
ĂMK|L.
Recall that ĂMK|L admits the multiplicity-free decomposition ĂMK|L –ÀλPΛK|L LK|Lλ b LK|Lλ as
UqpglK|Lq b UqpglK|Lq-module by setting k “ r “ K and l “ s “ L in Proposition 4.19.
Definition 5.11. For each λ P ΛK|L, we denote by rTλ the subspace of ĂMK|L which is isomorphic
to L
K|L
λ b L
K|L
λ as UqpglK|Lq b UqpglK|Lq-module. Thus,
ĂMK|L “ÀλPΛK|L rTλ.
By (5.5), we have rπk|l
r|sp
rTλq Ă ĂMk|lr|s and denote the image by π rTλ for simplicity. Here π rTλ “rTλX ĂMk|lr|s. It is readily verified that rπk|lr|spĂMK|Lq amounts to the truncation applied to ĂMK|L as in
Theorem 3.4; therefore we obtain
(5.6) π rTλ ‰ 0 if and only if λ P Λk|l X Λr|s.
In this case, π rTλ – Lk|lλ b Lr|sλ – πTλ as Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq-module.
Observe that ĂMk|l
r|s and M
k|l
r|s are isomorphic as Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq-modules by Theorem 3.4
and Proposition 4.19. We expect that the subspaces π rTλ have the same properties as in Proposi-
tion 5.8 and Proposition 5.9, though ĂMk|l
r|s and M
k|l
r|s have different defining relations in general.
This is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.12. Let λ, µ P Λk|l X Λr|s Ď ΛK|L. We have the multiplication formula in ĂMk|lr|s
π rTλ π rTµ “ à
γPNλ,µXΛk|lXΛr|s
π rTγ,
where Nλ,µ is defined as in Proposition 5.2.
Proof. It suffices to prove that rTλ rTµ “ÀγPNλ,µ rTγ in ĂMK|L, from which we can obtain the desired
decomposition in ĂMk|l
r|s by applying rπk|lr|s to both sides of equation.
As a UqpglK|Lq b UqpglK|Lq-module, rTλ rTµ is a quotient of LK|Lλ b LK|Lµ b LK|Lλ b LK|Lµ , which
admits the decomposition
L
K|L
λ b L
K|L
µ b L
K|L
λ b L
K|L
µ –
à
ν,γPNλ,µ
Nνλ,µN
γ
λ,µL
K|L
ν b L
K|L
γ ,
where Nνλ,µ, N
γ
λ,µ ą 0 are Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. On the other hand,
rTλ rTµ is a
submodule of ĂMK|L –ÀλPΛK|L LK|Lλ bLK|Lλ . It follows that rTλ rTµ decomposes asÀγPNλ,µpLK|Lγ b
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L
K|L
γ q‘mγ , where mγ (0 ď mγ ď 1) denotes the multiplicity. Thus rTλ rTµ “ÀγPNλ,µprTγq‘mγ , and
dimKprTλ rTµq “ řγPNλ,µ mγ dimK rTγ. It remains to show that mγ “ 1 for all γ P Nλ,µ.
Set A “ Crq, q´1s. Let ĂMK|L,A be the superalgebra over A generated by the rtab’s with the
relations (4.14). Similarly we let MK|L,A be the superalgebra over A generated by the tab’s.
These superalgebras have PBW bases (cf. Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 4.19). Their special-
isations at q “ 1 are isomorphic to the super polynomial algebra generated by K2 ` L2 even
variables and 2KL Grassmannian variables. These are isomorphisms of UpglK|Lq b UpglK|Lq-
module superalgebras. Let rTλ,A “ rTλ X ĂMK|L,A and Tλ,A “ Tλ XMK|L,A. Denote by rTλ|q“1 the
specialisation of rTλ,A at q “ 1, and by Tλ|q“1 that of Tλ,A. It then follows that rTλ|q“1 – Tλ|q“1 as
UpglK|Lq b UpglK|Lq-modules.
For any λ and µ, it is clear from Remark 4.20 that the specialisation of rTλ,A rTµ,A at q “ 1 is
equal to rTλ|q“1 rTµ|q“1. By Proposition 5.2 and Remark 5.10, we haverTλ|q“1 rTµ|q“1 “ à
γPNλ,µ
rTγ |q“1 – à
γPNλ,µ
LK|Lγ |q“1 b L
K|L
γ |q“1.
This leads to
dimKprTλ rTµq ě ÿ
γPNλ,µ
pdimC L
K|L
γ |q“1q
2 “
ÿ
γPNλ,µ
pdimK L
K|L
γ q
2 “
ÿ
γPNλ,µ
dimK rTγ,
forcing mγ “ 1 for all γ P Nλ,µ. This completes the proof. 
Let xπ rTλyk|lr|s be the two-sided ideal in ĂMk|lr|s generated by π rTλ. We immediately obtain
Propsition 5.13. Let λ P Λk|l X Λr|s Ď ΛK|L. Then x
π rTλyk|lr|s as Uqpglk|lq b Uqpglr|sq-module admits
the following multiplicity-free decomposition
xπ rTλyk|lr|s “ à
λĎγPΛk|lXΛr|s
π rTγ .
Proof. We only need to show that xrTλyK|L “ÀλĎγPΛK|L rTγ in ĂMK|L, since our proposition follows
by applying the algebra homomorphism rπk|l
r|s to both sides of the equation. The decomposition
of the two-sided ideal xrTλyK|L can be derived from Lemma 5.12 in a similar the way as in
Theorem 5.5. 
5.3.2. Formulation of the SFT. Let XK|L :“ pM
K|L
m|n bR M
K|L
m|nq
Uqpglm|nq be the Uqpglm|nq-invariant
subalgebra, which is generated by Xab with a, b P IK|L obeying relations (4.8). Identifying X
k|l
r|s
as a subalgebra of XK|L, we immediately obtain the embedding τ
k|l
r|s : X
k|l
r|s Ñ XK|L and the
retraction ψ
k|l
r|s : XK|L Ñ X
k|l
r|s with ψ
k|l
r|s τ
k|l
r|s “ idXk|l
r|s
, which are similar to ι
k|l
r|s and π
k|l
r|s defined in
Section 5.2. The algebra homomorphisms fit into the following commutative diagram.
(5.7)
ĂMk|l
r|s
Ψ
k|l
r|s




rι k|l
r|s
// ĂMK|L
ΨK|L


rπk|l
r|s
// // ĂMk|l
r|s
Ψ
k|l
r|s


X
k|l
r|s


τ
k|l
r|s
// XK|L
ψ
k|l
r|s
// // X
k|l
r|s
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Lemma 5.14. Let λc “ ppn` 1q
m`1q, then as UqpglK|Lq b UqpglK|Lq-module,
KerΨK|L “
à
λcĎλPΛK|L
rTλ “ xrTλcyK|L.
Proof. The is a special case of Corollary 4.22 and Proposition 5.13 with k “ r “ K and l “ s “
L. 
Now we obtain the second fundamental theorem of invariant theory for Uqpglm|nq as follows.
Theorem 5.15. (SFT for Uqpglm|nq) Let Ψ
k|l
r|s :
ĂMk|l
r|s Ñ X
k|l
r|s be the surjective superalgebra homo-
morphism.
(1) As a two-sided ideal in ĂMk|l
r|s,
KerΨ
k|l
r|s “
à
λcĎλPΛk|lXΛr|s
π rTλ “ xπ rTλcyk|lr|s,
where xπ rTλcyk|lr|s is the two-sided ideal in ĂMk|lr|s generated by π rTλc with λc “ ppn` 1qm`1q.
(2) Ψ
k|l
r|s is an isomorphism if and only if m ě mintk, ru and n ě mintl, su. In this case, X
k|l
r|s is
a quadratic superalgebra generated by Xab, a P Ik|l, b P Ir|s subject to relations (4.8), and it
has a PBW basis tXm “
ś
ą
pa,bqX
mab
ab |m PM
k|l
r|su.
Proof. Let K “ maxtk, ru and L “ maxtl, su, we have
KerΨ
k|l
r|s “ π
k|l
r|spKerΨK|Lq by commutative diagram (5.7),
“
à
λcĎλPΛK|L
π rTλ by Lemma 5.14,
“
à
λcĎλPΛk|lXΛr|s
π rTλ by (5.6),
“ xπ rTλcyk|lr|s by Proposition 5.13.
For part (2), it is clear from part (1) that KerΨ
k|l
r|s “ 0 if and only if Λk|l X Λr|s Ď Λm|n if and
only if m ě mintk, ru and n ě mintl, su, whence the isomorphism follows. In this case, the PBW
basis is given by Lemma 4.15. 
Remark 5.16. It will be very interesting to find the elements which generate π rTλc , thus to make
the SFT more explicit. We will do this for the cases Uqpglmq and Upglm|nq in Section 6.
6. EXAMPLES
In this section, we shall elucidate how our main results can be applied to derive “polynomial”
versions of invariant theory for Upglm|nq and Uqpglmq. Basically, the invariant theory of glm|n
[29, 30] can be obtained in our language of matrix elements by specialising q to 1. Also, the FFT
of invariant theory for Uqpglmq recovers [18, Theorem 6.10], while the SFT for Uqpglmq appears
to be new.
6.1. Invariant theory for Upglm|nq. Recall that Upglm|nq is the universal enveloping algebra of
the general lineal Lie superalgebra glm|n. It has the structure of supercocomutative Hopf super-
algebra, with comultiplication ∆pxq “ x b 1 ` 1 b x, counit ǫpxq “ 0 and antipode Spxq “ ´x,
x P glm|n.
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We shall work with the following polynomial superalgebra
P
k|l
r|s|q“1 :“ M
k|l
m|n|q“1 bC M
r|s
m|n|q“1 – SpC
k|l b Cm|n ‘ Cr|s b pCm|nq˚q,
which is generated by Tai and T bj subject to relations
T 2ai “ T
2
bj “ 0, ras ` ris “ rbs ` rjs “ 1,
TaiTck “ p´1q
pras`risqprcs`rksqTckTai,
T bjT dl “ p´1q
prbs`rjsqprds`rlsqT dlT bj ,
TaiT bj “ p´1q
pras`risqprbs`rjsqT bjTai,
for all a, c P Ik|l, b, d P Ir|s and i, j, k, l P Im|n. It was noted in [31] that all arguments in Section 2.4
remain valid in classical case, by replacing q by 1. Thus, Upglk|lq, Upglr|sq and Upglm|nq act on
these generators Tai and T bj in the same way as the quantum case, and hence the elements
Xab “
ÿ
iPIm|n
p´1qrasprbs`risqTaiT bi, @a P Ik|l, b P Ir|s
belong to Upglm|nq-invariant subalgebra X
k|l
r|s|q“1 of P
k|l
r|s|q“1 by Lemma 4.4. The following can be
verified directly (compare with Lemma 4.5).
Lemma 6.1. The invariants Xab P X
k|l
r|s|q“1 satisfy
X2ab “ 0, ras ` rbs “ 1¯, XabXcd “ p´1q
pras`rbsqprcs`rdsqXcdXab.
for any a, c P Ik|l, b, d P Ir|s
The following FFT of invariant theory for Upglm|nq follows from Theorem 4.21.
Theorem 6.2. (FFT for Upglm|nq) The superalgebra homomorphism
Ψ
k|l
r|s : M
k|l
r|s|q“1 Ñ X
k|l
r|s|q“1, tab ÞÑ Xab
is surjective. Moreover, Ψ
k|l
r|s is a Upglk|lq b Upglr|sq-module homomorphism.
Note that we have replaced ĂMk|l
r|s|q“1 by M
k|l
r|s|q“1 since they are isomorphic as associative
superalgebras. Assume K “ maxtk, ru, L “ maxtl, su. Let Tλc |q“1 be the subspace of MK|L|q“1
spanned by the matrix elements of the irreducible UpglK|Lq-module L
K|L
λc
|q“1. By Theorem 5.15,
we obtain that as a two-sided ideal of M
k|l
r|s|q“1,
(6.1) KerΨ
k|l
r|s “ x
πTλc |q“1y
k|l
r|s,
where π
k|l
r|s is the algebra retraction π
k|l
r|s : MK|L|q“1 ÑM
k|l
r|s|q“1 such that
(6.2) π
k|l
r|sptabq “ tab, if a P Iˆk|l and b P Iˆr|s; 0, otherwise.
Here Iˆk|l, Iˆr|s are defined as in (5.3) and then M
k|l
r|s|q“1 can be embedded into MK|L|q“1.
It remains to figure out the matrix elements of L
K|L
λc
|q“1, which span the space Tλc |q“1.
We start by briefly recalling the Schur-Weyl duality of glK|L due to [1] (also see [30]). Let tvi |
i P IK|Lu be a basis for C
K|L and write vI :“ vi1bvi2b . . .bviN P pC
K|LqbN with I “ pi1, i2, . . . , ikq.
The elementary transposition pa, a ` 1q P SymN acts on vI by permuting via and via`1 together
with a sign p´1qrvia srvia`1 s. This in general induces the action
(6.3) σ.vI “ cpI, σ
´1qvσI , with cpI, σq “ ˘1, @σ P SymN ,
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where σ acts on the sequence I naturally. The Schur-Weyl duality gives the multiplicity-free
decomposition of the tensor product
pCK|LqbN –
à
λPΛK|L,|λ|“N
Sλ b L
K|L
λ |q“1
as CSymN b UpglK|Lq-module, where S
λ stands for the simple CSymN -module associated to λ.
We recall some combinatorics on tableaux. A standard λ-tableau is obtained by filling the
Young diagram of λ with integers 1, . . . , N such that these entries increase down columns and
along rows. We denote by Rptq and Cptq respectively the row and column stabilisers in SymN .
Define the Young symmetriser on t by yt :“
ř
σPRptq,τPCptqp´1q
ℓpτqστ. Let I be a sequence of ele-
ments from IK|L of length N . A t-semistandard sequence I is obtained by filling the tableau t
with elements from I, replacing each element a by ia P I (1 ď a ď N), in such a way that the el-
ements of t do not decrease from left to right and downward, the even elements strictly increase
along columns, while the odd elements strictly increase along rows. The following result is well
known [1, 30].
Propsition 6.3. Let λ P ΛK|L with size |λ| “ N and t be any fixed standard λ-tableau, ytpC
K|LqbN –
L
K|L
λ |q“1 is a simple UpglK|Lq-module with a basis tytvI | I is a t-semistandard sequenceu.
Let λ P ΛK|L with size |λ| “ N . Given any two sequences I “ pi1, i2, . . . , iNq P I
ˆN
K|L, J “
pj1, j2, . . . , jN q P I
ˆN
K|L, we define an element in MK|L|q“1 by
T pI; Jq “ p´1qαpI,Jq
Nź
a“1
tiaja , αpI, Jq “
ÿ
aąb
riaspribs ` rjbsq.
Then pCK|LqbN carries the right GLpK|Lq :“ MK|L|q“1MK|L|q“1-comodule structure with the
following structure map
δbN : pCK|LqbN Ñ pCK|LqbN bGLpK|Lq, vJ ÞÑ
ÿ
IPIˆN
K|L
vI b T pI; Jq.
As a direct summand of pCK|LqbN , L
K|L
λ |q“1 is a GLpK|Lq-comodule with structure map δpytvIq “ř
J ytvJ b aJPtpI, Jq, where I, J are t-semistandard sequences and aJ is a scalar multiple. The
PtpI, Jq’s are matrix elements of L
K|L
λ |q“1 which can be written explicitly as follows:
(6.4) PtpI, Jq “
ÿ
σPRptq,τPCptq
p´1qℓpτqcpI, pστq´1qT pστI, Jq,
where cpI, pστq´1q is determined by (6.3). Particularly, Tλc |q“1 is spanned by elements PtpI, Jq
on a fixed tableau t of shape λc. We now arrive at the SFT of invariant theory for Upglm|nq.
Theorem 6.4. (SFT for Upglm|nq Let Ψ
k|l
r|s : M
k|l
r|s|q“1 Ñ X
k|l
r|s|q“1 be the surjective superalgebra
homomorphism.
(1) As a two-sided ideal ofM
k|l
r|s|q“1, KerΨ
k|l
r|s is generated by PtpI, Jq, where t is a fixed standard
tableau of shape λc “ ppn ` 1q
m`1q and I and J are respectively t-semistandard sequences
with elements from Iˆk|l and Iˆr|s.
(2) Ψ
k|l
r|s is an isomorphism if and only if m ě mintk, ru and n ě mintr, su. In this case,
X
k|l
r|s|q“1 is a polynomial superalgebra generated by Xab, a P Ik|l, b P Ir|s subject to relations
as in Lemma 6.1, and it has a PBW basis tXm “
ś
ą
pa,bqX
mab
ab |m PM
k|l
r|su.
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Proof. Using Theorem 5.15 and (6.1), we only need to make part (1) more explicit. By our
preceding discussion, the restriction subspace πTλc |q“1 is spanned by matrix elements of the form
π
k|l
r|spPtpI, Jqq. However, by (6.2) PtpI, Jq will be killed by π
k|l
r|s unless I and J are t-semistandard
sequences with elements from Iˆk|l and Iˆr|s, thus part (1) is clear. 
6.2. Invariant theory for Uqpglmq. This is a special case of Uqpglm|nq with n “ 0, for which the
FFT of invariant theory was obtained in [18], but the SFT was unknown previously.
We shall work with the quantum analogue of polynomial algebra Pk,r :“Mk,mbRMr,m, where
Mk,m :“ M
k|0
m|0, Mr,m :“ M
r|0
m|0. By Remark 4.2 Pk,r is the flat deformation of the symmetric
algebra SpCkbCm‘CrbpCmq˚q, and it is generated by elements Tai and T bj p1 ď a ď k, 1 ď b ď
r, 1 ď i, j ď mq satisfying relations (4.1) with all the parities of indexes being even and relations
with condition ras ` rbs “ 1¯ excluded.
Let Xk,r :“ pPk,rq
Uqpglmq be the Uqpglmq-invariant subalgebra of Pk,r. Then by Lemma 4.4 the
elements Xab “
řm
i“1 TaiT bi belong to Xk,r, @1 ď a ď k, 1 ď b ď r. It follows from Lemma 4.5 that
Lemma 6.5. ([18, Lemma 6.9]) The invariants Xab P Xk,r satisfy the following relations
XacXbc “qXbcXac, a ą b,
XabXac “q
´1XacXab, b ą c,
XacXbd “XbdXac, a ą b, c ą d,
XacXbd “XbdXac ` pq ´ q
´1qXbcXad, a ą b, c ă d.
Let ĂMk,r :“ ĂMk|0r|0 be the algebra as defined in Definition 4.16 with the first relation excluded
and all parities of indexes being even. Then the n “ 0 case of Theorem 4.21 leads to the
following result.
Theorem 6.6. (FFT for Uqpglmq) The algebra homomorphism Ψk,r : ĂMk,r Ñ Xk,r, rtab ÞÝÑ Xab is
surjective. Moreover, Ψk,r is a Uqpglkq b Uqpglrq-module homomorphism.
The FFT of invariant theory for Uqpglmq given by [18, Theorem 6.10] follows from the surjec-
tivity of Ψk,r.
Assume that K “ maxtk, ru. Let rTp1m`1q – LKp1m`1q b LKp1m`1q be the subspace of ĂMK,K. It
follows from Theorem 5.15 that
(6.5) KerΨk,r “ x
π rTp1m`1qyk,r,
as a two-sided ideal of ĂMk,r, where πk,r is the algebra retraction πk,r : ĂMK,K Ñ ĂMk,r such that
πk,rprtabq “ rtab if 1 ď a ď k and 1 ď b ď r, and 0 otherwise.
For our purpose, we need to find elements that span the subspace rTp1m`1q Ă ĂMK,K. This can be
done by relating rTp1m`1q to the subspace Tp1m`1q, which is spanned by matrix elements of LKp1m`1q.
We define the quantum minors ∆pa, bq P MK,K and r∆pa, cq P ĂMK,K respectively by
(6.6)
∆pa, bq :“
ÿ
σPSymN
p´q´1qℓpσqta1,bσp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ taN ,bσpNq,
r∆pa, cq :“ ÿ
σPSymN
p´q´1qℓpσqrta1,cσp1q ¨ ¨ ¨rtaN ,cσpNq,
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where ℓ is the length function of the symmetric group SymN , and a, b P ΞN , c P Ξ
ą
N are sequences
of length N from the following sets
(6.7)
ΞN :“ tpa1, a2, . . . , aNq | 1 ď a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă aN ď Ku,
ΞąN :“ tpc1, c2, . . . , cNq | K ě c1 ą c2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą cN ě 1u.
Lemma 6.7. The subspace rTp1m`1q of ĂMK,K is spanned by quantum minors r∆pa, cq with a P
Ξm`1, c P Ξ
ą
m`1.
Proof. It is easily verified that φ : MK,K Ñ ĂMK,K is an associative algebra isomorphism given
by φptabq “ rta,K`1´b. This in particular induces φpTp1m`1qq “ rTp1m`1q, since by Theorem 3.4
and Theorem 4.19 both MK,K and ĂMK,K admit multiplicity-free decomposition and Tp1m`1q andrTp1m`1q are both isomorphic to LKp1m`1q b LKp1m`1q. We only need to prove that Tp1m`1q is spanned
by quantum minors ∆pa, bq with a, b P Ξm`1. Once this is completed, we deduce that rTp1m`1q is
spanned by r∆pa, cq “ φp∆pa, bqq with c “ pK ` 1´ b1, . . . , K ` 1´ bm`1q P Ξąm`1.
We now claim that quantum minors ∆pa, bq are matrix elements of LKm`1 which span Tp1m`1q.
Recall that quantum exterior algebra ΛqpV
Kq is generated by the elements ξa, 1 ď a ď K
with relations ξ2a “ 0, @a and ξaξb “ ´q
´1ξbξa, a ą b. The quantum skew Howe duality in
Remark 3.13 gives rise to the multiplicity-free decomposition ΛqpV
Kq “
ÀK
N“0 ΛqpV
KqN (see
also [18, Theorem 6.16]), where ΛqpV
KqN – L
K
p1N q is the irreducible UqpglKq-module with the
highest weight
řN
i“1 ǫi, with the basis given by ξa :“ ξa1ξa2 . . . ξaN , a P ΞN . Observe that ΛqpV
Kq
is a KrGLqpKqs “MK,KMK,K-comodule with the structure map
δ : ΛqpV
Kq Ñ KrGLqpKqs b ΛqpV
Kq, ξa ÞÑ
Kÿ
b“1
tab b ξb.
It is easy to see that δpξaq “
ř
bPΞN
∆pa, bqb ξb for any a P ΞN ; this implies that ∆pa, bq are matrix
elements of LKp1N q. Our claim follows by letting N “ m` 1. 
Theorem 6.8. (SFT for Uqpglmq) Let Ψk,r : ĂMk,r Ñ Xk,r be the surjective algebra homomorphism.
(1) As a two-sided ideal of ĂMk,r, KerΨk,r is generated by quantum minors r∆pa, cq with
a “ pa1, a2, . . . , am`1q, 1 ď a1 ă a2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă am`1 ď k,
c “ pc1, c2, . . . , cm`1q, r ě c1 ą c2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą cm`1 ě 1.
(2) Ψk,r is an isomorphism if and only ifm ě mintk, ru. In this case, Xk,r is a quadratic algebra
generated by Xab, 1 ď a ď k, 1 ď b ď r subject to relations in Lemma 6.5, and it has a PBW
basis t
ś
ą
pa,bqX
mab
ab |m PM
k|0
r|0u.
Proof. Using Theorem 5.15 and (6.5), we only need to show part (1). Now the restriction sub-
space πTp1m`1q is spanned by the elements πk,rpr∆pa, cqq with a P Ξm`1, c P Ξąm`1. By the definition
of πk,r, part (1) is clear since r∆pa, cq will be killed by πk,r unless a, c satisfy the condition given
in the theorem. 
APPENDIX A. HIGHEST WEIGHT REPRESENTATIONS OF Uqpglm|nq
A.1. Basics on glpm|nq. We collect some well known results on the general linear Lie superal-
gebra glm|n over C. This Lie superalgebra can be realised as a set of pm` nq ˆ pm` nq complex
super matrices equipped with the Lie super bracket as given in Section 2 (see [14]). Let h be the
Cartan subalgebra of glm|n consisting of all diagonal matrices and tǫiu1ďiďm`n be the basis for h
˚
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dual to the basis teiiu1ďiďm`n of h. We denote by Em|n the m ` n-dimensional vector space over
R with a basis tǫiu1ďiďm`n. Alternatively, we may use δµ :“ ǫi`µ for 1 ď µ ď n. We endow the
basis elements with a total order ă , which is called admissible order if ǫi ă ǫi`1 and δµ ă δµ`1
for all i, µ. As an example, we will consider the following two orders
(A.1)
natural order : ǫ1  ǫ2  ¨ ¨ ¨ ǫm  δ1  δ2  ¨ ¨ ¨ δn,
filpped order : δ1  δ2  ¨ ¨ ¨ δn  ǫ1  ǫ2  ¨ ¨ ¨ ǫm.
Fix an admissible order and let E1 ă E2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Em`n be the ordered basis of Em|n. We define a
symmetric non-degenerate bilinear form on Em|n by
(A.2) pǫi, ǫjq “ p´1q
θδij , pδµ, δνq “ ´p´1q
θδµν , pǫi, δµq “ pδµ, ǫiq “ 0,
where θ P t0, 1u such that pE1, E1q “ 1.
The set Φă of roots of glm|n can be realised as a subset of Em|n with an admissible order
ă. Explicitly, each choice of a Borel subalgebra of glm|n corresponds to a choice of positive
roots pΦăq`, and hence a fundamental system Πă “ tα1, α2, . . . , αm`n´1u of simple roots, where
αi “ Ei ´ Ei`1 for 1 ď i ă m ` n ´ 1. The Weyl group conjugacy classes of Borel subalgebras
correspond bijectively to the admissible ordered bases of Em|n.
Let bă be the Borel subalgebra of glm|n corresponding to the admissible order ă. In the
matrix form, we have bă “ SpanCteij | Ei ĺ Eju. Given an pm,nq-hook partition λ, we write
Mpλqă “ Upglm|nq bUpbăqC
ă
λ for the Verma module of the b
ă-highest weight λă, where Căλ is the
one-dimensional bă-module of weight λă. The Verma module has a unique quotient Lăλ with
the highest weight λă, which appears in the tensor product decomposition of pV m|nqbN for some
integer N P Z`. In particular, under the natural order , the highest weight of L

λ is
λ “ λ6 “ λ1ǫ1 ` . . . λmǫm ` xλ
1
1 ´myδ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xλ
1
n ´myδn
as defined in (2.4).
We use odd reflections to translate between various highest weights of irreducible modules
arising from different admissible orders. Two ordered bases for Em|n are called adjacent if they
are identical except for a switch of a neighbouring pair Ei and Ei`1 with Ei P tǫ1, ǫ2, . . . , ǫmu
and Ei`1 P tδ1, δ2, . . . , δnu. For example, tǫ1 ă ǫ2 ă δ1 ă δ2u and tǫ1 ă
1 δ1 ă
1 ǫ2 ă
1 δ2u are
adjacent ordered bases for E2|2. For two adjacent ordered bases which differ at i and i ` 1, the
corresponding positive root systems are related by
pΦă
1
q` “ tpΦăq`ztαiuu Y t´αiu with αi “ Ei ´ Ei`1.
It was discovered by Serganova that
λă
1
“
#
λă, pλ, αiq “ 0,
λă ´ αi, pλ, αiq ‰ 0.
In particular, we can apply a sequence of odd reflections to the natural order  and then obtain
the flipped order , yielding
Propsition A.1. The b-highest weight λ for Lλ is given by
λ “ λ11δ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λ
1
nδn ` xλ1 ´ nyǫ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xλm ´ nyǫm.
We use the pair pglm|n,Π
ăq to denote the general Lie superalgebra glm|n furnished with funda-
mental system Πă arising from admissible order ă. Then it is worthy to note that pglm|n,Π
q “
pgln|m,Π
q, and Proposition A.1 implies that the irreducible pglm|n,Π
q-module Lλ , viewed as
pgln|m,Π
q-module, has the highest weight pλ1q6 “ λ as given in Proposition A.1.
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For our purpose, we shall determine the lowest weight of Lλ . We consider the following
fundamental system ΠL
ΠL :“ tδn ´ δn´1, δn´1 ´ δn´2, . . . , δ1 ´ ǫm, ǫm ´ ǫm´1, . . . , ǫ2 ´ ǫ1u,
which is conjugate to Π under Weyl group of glm|n. Precisely, let wk be the longest element
in the symmetric group Symk such that wkpiq “ k ` 1 ´ i, 1 ď i ď k for any k P Z`. Then
ΠL “ wmwnΠ
, where wm acts on all ǫi and wn acts on all δµ by permuting subscripts. The
corresponding Borel subalgebra bL, which is conjugate to b, consists of all lower triangular
pm`nqˆpm`nq-super matrices. Therefore, the b-lowest weight of Lλ is indeed the b
L-highest
weight, where the latter can be obtained by the group action of wmwn on the b
-highest weight.
By Proposition A.1, we immediately have
Propsition A.2. [32] The b-lowest weight, denoted by λ6, of Lλ is given by
λ6 “ xλm ´ nyǫ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xλ1 ´ nyǫm ` λ
1
nδ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λ
1
1δn
“ pxλm ´ ny, xλm´1 ´ ny, . . . , xλ1 ´ ny;λ
1
n, λ
1
n´1, . . . , λ
1
1q.
A.2. The quantum supergroup Uqpglm|n,Π
ăq. Fix an admissible order ă, and assume the fun-
damental system Πă “ tα1, α2, . . . , αm`n´1u for glm|n, where αi “ Ei´ Ei`1 for 1 ď i ă m`n´ 1.
Let Θ Ď t1, 2, . . . , m` n ´ 1u be the labelling set of the odd simple roots, i.e., tαs | s P Θu is the
subset of Πă consisting of the odd simple roots. We stick to the nondegenerate bilinear form in
(A.2), and define the Cartan matrix of glm|n associated to Π
ă by
A “ paijq with aij “
$&%
2pαi, αjq
pαi, αiq
, if pαi, αiq ‰ 0,
pαi, αjq, if pαi, αiq “ 0.
Definition A.3. The quantum general linear supergroup Uqpglm|n,Π
ăq with the fundamental
system Πă is the unital associative K-superalgebra on generators ei, fi pi “ 1, 2, . . . , m ` n ´ 1q
and K˘1a pa “ 1, 2, . . . , m ` nq, where es, fs, s P Θ are odd and the rest are even, subject to the
relations
(R1) KaK
´1
a “ K
´1
a Ka “ 1, KaKb “ KbKa;
(R2) KaeiK
´1
a “ q
pEa,Ei´Ei`1qej, KafiK
´1
a “ q
´pEa,Ei´Ei`1qfi;
(R3) eifj ´ p´1q
reisrfj sfjei “ δij
KiK
´1
i`1 ´Ki`1K
´1
i
qi ´ q
´1
i
, with qi “ q
pEi,Eiq;
(R4) Serre relations:
pesq
2 “ pfsq
2 “ 0, if ass “ 0,
Ad1´aijei pejq “ Ad
1´aij
fi
pfjq “ 0, if aii ‰ 0, i ‰ j;
(R5) High order Serre relations:
AdesAdes´1Adespes`1q “ 0, AdfsAdfs´1Adfspfs`1q “ 0, @s P Θ,
where Adeipxq and Adfipxq are defined respectively by
Adeipxq “ eix´ p´1q
reisrxsKiK
´1
i`1xKi`1K
´1
i ei,
Adfipxq “ fix´ p´1q
rfisrxsKi`1K
´1
i xKiK
´1
i`1fi.
We refer to [34, 35] for more details onUqpglm|n,Π
ăq. In particular, Definition 2.1 is the special
case with fundamental system Π and Θ “ tmu, ei “ Ei,i`1, fi “ Fi`1,i. Clearly, Uqpglm|n,Π
q “
Uqpgln|m,Π
q.
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When q is an indeterminate, the finite dimensional irreducible representations of Uqpglm|nq are
similar to those of glpm|nq [37]. Here we only mention the results in Section A.1 using quantum
language. We write Uqpglm|nq “ Uqpglm|n,Π
q for short.
Propsition A.4. Let λ P Λm|n be an pm,nq-hook partition and L
m|n
λ be the irreducible Uqpglm|nq-
module with the highest weight λ6 P Λ6
m|n for any m,n P Z`.
(1) The Uqpglm|nq-module L
m|n
λ has the highest weight pλ
1q6 when it is viewed as Uqpgln|mq-
module, that is, L
m|n
λ – L
n|m
λ1 as Uqpgln|mq-modules.
(2) The lowest weight λ6 of Uqpglm|nq-module L
m|n
λ is given by the formula
λ6 “ pxλm ´ ny, xλm´1 ´ ny, . . . , xλ1 ´ ny;λ
1
n, λ
1
n´1, . . . , λ
1
1q.
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